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Pest ic ides , Industrial wastes and sewage sludge are 
extensively employed In India and abroad for higher agricultural 
production to attain se l f sufficiency In food. 
Pest ic ide Is an Important factor In agricultural 
development and protection of puhllc health In India as the 
tropical climate Is very much conductive to pest development. 
The pest ic ide application either directly to s o i l or through 
plant residues may Influence the plant growth, s o i l f e r t i l i t y 
and s o i l microbial population as well as health hazard In 
various biological systems Including human t i s s u e s . 
On the other hand, the values of Industrial and sewage 
wastes as a source of plant nutrients and the capacity of these 
to Improve s o i l physical conditions Is well recognised. They 
carry many heavy metals. The build up of these hazardeous 
heavy metals by using such effluent In the s o i l may prove toxic 
to normal plant growth and more so to the consumer animals and 
human beings. These aspects of pes t ic ides , Industrial and 
sewage wastes sometimes lead to the serious problem of human and 
animal health. Thus, the Increasing urbanization and Industrie, 
l l za t lon , the cult ivation of crops Is facing a serious pollution 
problem. This aspect Is now receiving more attention by Indian 
as ve i l as foreign s c i e n t i s t s . 
(i i ) 
During the las t decade, Interest In the use of pesticides 
In crop disease control has rast ly Increased In India, One of 
the serious deficiencies In the successful and wlde~spread use 
of pesticides has a non-developed application of proper doses 
In the different types of clay mineral containing s o i l s . The 
effectiveness and avai labi l i ty of pest ic ide In s o i l depends upon 
a large nuaber of factors sucSi as clliaatlc factors , texture, 
moisture l eve l , alkalanlty, s a l i n i t y , pH and clay mineral compo-
s i t i on of the s o i l . Adsorption and interaction of pesticides 
and trace metals Is mainly governed hy the nature of clay 
minerals. The adsorption phenomenon governs the relat ive 
ava l lah l l l ty , vo la t i l i za t ion , physical distr ibution, breakdovn, 
biological act iv i ty and the ir suscept ib i l i ty to microbial 
metabolism. 
The microbial ac t iv i t i e s in s o i l are largely responsible 
for the maintenance of s o i l f e r t i l i t y as well as s o i l properties, 
A number of biochemical process v i z , Sffinoni float ion, n i tr i f i cat ion , 
denitr i f icat lon, symbiotic and non-symbiotic, N„-flxation e t c , , 
s o i l respiration and l i t t e r breakdovn, sulphur, phosphorus and 
other trace metal transfonnations have been reported to occur as 
a result of microbial ac t i v i t i e s in s o i l . Non-symbiotic nitrogen 
fixation i s brought about by bacteria of the genera of Azatobacter. 
Bei.ierinckla, Clostridium and bj' blue green algae. 
It may be inferred that the b«4iaviour of pest icides and 
( i l l ) 
trace metals d i f fer with the climatic conditions as well as the 
composition and the nature of s o i l co l lo ids . It I s , therefore, 
necessary to understand the speci f ic Interaction mechanism of 
pest icides and trace metals with s o i l s . In our studies , Methyl, 
2.Baizlmldazole carbamate (M6C) and N-trldecyl-2,6,dlmethylmor> 
pholine commonly known as Bavlstln and Callxln respectively were 
selected for pesticides interactions with s o i l s and crops. The 
woilc described In this thes is entit led "Adsorption of pest ic ides 
and trace metals and their interactions with s o i l s and crops* 
has been divided Into the following chapters} 
(1) The Influence of Bavlstln and Callxln on COg-evolutlon and 
the major nutrients status (NPK) of the s o i l . 
(2) Studies on the adsorption of Methyl,2>Benzlmldazole 
Carbamate (MBC) on s o i l s . 
(3) The mobility of some pi ant-nutrients through s o i l as affected 
by s o i l pH and organic acids. 
2* 
(4) Studies on the adsorption of Pb on the Black cotton and 
Red s o i l s of India. 
(5) Influence of Bavlstln and Callxln on the growth and nutrient 
concentration of Masoor (Lens cul lnarls L.Medlc). Gram 
(Cicer arletlnum L.) a^nd Mustard (Brasslea Juncea) plants. 
Chapter I deals with the Influence of Bavlstln and Callxln 
on COg-evolutlon and the major nutrients status (NPK) of the s o i l . 
( IV ) 
I t was found that the application of Bavlstin (5 og/KS s o i l ) and 
ca l lx ln (1.5 a g A s s o i l ) s igni f icant ly enhanced the microbial 
act iv i ty as well as aval lahi l i ty of NH^ -^N and F in s o i l while 
NOA-I NOI-N and available K were found to decrease, Vlth Incuba-
tion period, the COg-evolution decreases i n i t i a l l y upto 21 days 
with an increase upto 42 days and thereafter a downfall was 
observed in both the treatments. 
Chapter II deals with the adsorption of Methyl,2.Ben7.t. 
nldazole earbanate (MBC) on four s o i l s v i z , Basiaran s i l t loan, 
Itwa s i l t loan, Saklt sandy loam and Hlrapur f ine sandy loam at 
20 and 40 C, Adsorption Isotherms, Freundlldi constants and 
thermodynamic parameters l ike equilibrium constant, standard 
free energy, enthalpy and entropy changes were evaluated. The 
adsorption Isotherm and Freundlich constants suggested the MBC 
adsorption on s o i l s in following orders Basiaram s i l t loai > 
Itwa s i l t loamJ> Saklt sandy loon^ Hlrapur f ine sandy loMi, 
However, theraodyncailc parameters were indicative of the involve-
ment of various endothermic processes l ike molecular diffusion 
and lateral interact ions e tc , which affects the overall energetics 
of the process. 
Chapter III deals with the mobility of some plant nutrients 
l , e , Cu *, Mn *, Zn * and Fe * in terms of R--values through s o i l 
by s o i l thin layer chromatography. 
( V ) 
The effects of s o i l organic matter (SOM) the ir fractions 
I . e . hunlc (HA) and fulvlc acids (FA), carboxyllc acids I . e . 
formic, acetic and oxalic acids and the ir sodium s a l t s and so i l 
pH have heen studied. It was found that the nutrient metals move 
In order Cu^'*">Mn^*>Zn^*^Fe^*. Soi l organic matter (SOM) and 
Increasing s o i l pH reduced the mobility. Vhl l l s t , HA, FA, 
carboxyllc adds and the i r sodium s a l t s have been found to Increase 
2 4 2* 
the mobility except that the mobility of Zn and Fe decreases 
with FA~amendments, 
The results have been explained on the basis of 
complexatlon of metal ions and the so lub i l i ty of metal humate, 
fulvate and carboxylates In s o i l . 
04. Chapter IV deals with the adsorption of Pb on Black 
cotton and Red s o i l s of India. The adsorption study showed 
that the equlllbrlim was attained within 10 hours. Adsorption 
2+ of Pb on s o i l s was pos i t ive ly correlated to the organic matter 
content, cation exchange capacity and type of clc^ minerals, 
while Increasing temperature had decreased the adsorption. 
Freundllch adsorption isotherms conform to L-shape In the Black 
cotton s o i l while In the case of Red s o i l , It conform to L-shape 
at In i t i a l concentration and S~shape thereafter. Thermodynamic 
parameters showed that the adsorption process Is exothermic 
and occur via Ion exchange process. 
( vl ) 
Chapter Y deals with the Influence of Bavlstln and 
Calizln on the growth and nutrient concentration of Masoor 
(Lena cul inaris L. Medic), Gram (Cicer arletlnum L.) and 
Mustard (Brasslca Juncca) plants . 
The application of Bavlstln and Callxln In s o i l was 
found to effect the nutrients uptake by Masoor, Graa and Mustard 
plants . The dry matter y ie ld and uptake of Na, K, Ca and Cu 
was found to increase upto a level of 20 and 12 ppm of Bavlstln 
for pulses and Calixin for o i l seed plants respectively. However, 
at higher dosages both nutrient uptake and dry matter yield 
declined. The uptake of P and Zn was higher at 5 and 1,5 ppm 
of applied Bavlstln and Callxln respectively in a l l the cases . 
The results were explained on the basis of microbial act iv i ty 
and nutrient status of the s o i l caused by fungicide treatments. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
D e f i n i t i o n 
S o i l vhich i s the most important material covering the 
outermost part of the ear th ' s crus t , i s a heterogeneous 
po lydisperse system ot s o l i d , l i q u i d and gaseous components. 
According to Jof fe (1936) , the s o i l may be defined as "The s o i l 
i s a natural body, d i f f e r e n t i a t e d i n t o horizons of mineral and 
organic c o n s t i t u e n t s , usua l ly unconsol idated, of var iable depth, 
which d i f f e r s from the parent material below In morphology, 
physical propert ies and c o n s t i t u t i o n , chemical propert ies and 
composition, and b i o l o g i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s * . 
Composition of s o i l 
S o i l i s a very complex in nature and c o n s i s t s of mainly 
f i v e important cons t i tuent s as fo l lows) 
Mineral matters 
The mineral matter, a product of physical and chemical 
weathering of rocks c o n s i s t s of p a r t i c l e s of varying s i z e s ; those 
in f iner s t a t e of subdiv is ion 4 0.002 mm from the c lay f r a c t i o n . 
The c lays have been recognized on important cons t i tuent by s o i l 
s c i e n t i s t s , m i n e r a l o g i s t s , g e o l o g i s t s and s o i l chemists due to 
t h e i r c o l l o i d a l propert ies involv ing many physlcocheralcal 
react ions (Cunningham and Goldberg, 1983; Schramm and Kwak,1984). 
/ 
X-ray and other studies have revealed that clays are 
crystalline In nature and composed of few simple building units 
(Bidding,1923? Rlnne,1924), The clays are composed of alternately 
parallel tvo dimensional layers of silica tetrahedra and alumina 
tetrahedra sheets (Hlddlng,1923). The Important clay minerals 
which are distributed In soils are as follows; 
(a) KAOLINITE 
Kaollnltes are hydrous aluminium silicates and composed of 
an alternate combination of a single tetrahedral sheet of silica 
and a single octahedral sheet of alumina In such a way that the 
tips of silica tetrahedral and a layer of octahedral shept form 
a common layer. Thus It has a 1:1 non-expanding lattice where 
two adjacent sheets are held up together by hydrogen bonding. 
They have such a strong hydrogen bonding that they do not allow 
water to penetrate between the layers. Thus, these clays have 
little swelling, plasticity, cohesion and shrinkage properties. 
The structural formula of kaolinlte is (OH)gSlAl.0.^. The size 
of the unit cell Is 7.2 A . Halloyslte, nacrlte, dicklte and 
anauxite are some other Isomers of the kaolin group, 
(b) MONTMORILLONITE 
Montmorlllonite have 2$1 basic unit arrangement in which 
a single tetrahedral sheet of alumina Joined to each side by the 
tetrahedral sheet of silica in sandwltch fashion by sharing of 
3 
oxygen atoms. Marshall (1935) and Hendricks (19^2) showed that 
montmorlllonlte always d i f fe r from I t s t heo re t i ca l formula 
(OlO.SlgAlijOgrt.nHgO because of Isoraorphous subs t i t u t ion within 
the l a t t i c e of Al by Mg, Fe, Zn and Cr e t c . and of s i l i con by 
Al or P, giving r i s e a s e r i e s of group minera ls . 
X-ray s tudies have shown the s tacking of s l l l ca -a lumlna-
s l l l c a In the c -d l r ec t lon , layers being continuous In a-, and 
b -d l rec t lon with the r e su l t that these exert a weak bond and an 
excel lent cleavage between t h m . Water and other po la r molecules 
can eas i ly penetra te between the unit l ayer causing the l a t t i c e 
to expand In the c - d l r e c t l o n . The dimension of c-axls I s , 
t he re fo re , not fixed but var ies from 9,6 A to subs t an t i a l l y 
complete separation of the Individual layers In some cases . 
(c) ILLITE 
Illlte has very similar structure to that of montmorlllo-
nlte having 2:1 type of basic unit structural arrangement 
(Grim et al.,1937). However, It has a large number of potassium 
Ions between the silica sheets of the two successive units that 
act as a bridge In holding adjacent layer togather so strictly 
that water can not penetrate between them. The formula proposed 
by Hendricks and Ross (19^1) for Illlte is (OH)^ (Kca^Na) 1,68 
^^*7.30 ^ lo.70> ^^^0.94 ^ l^!9i» ^ V 3 8 ^o!8> ^20' Amorphous 
substitution Is possible within the lattice resulting in wide 
variation in their composition. 
(d) VERMICULITB 
The s t r u c t u r e of v e r m i c u l i t e was f i r s t s t ud i ed by 
Gruner (193*) and l a t t e r modified by Hendricks and J e f f e r s o n 
(1938) , The s t r u c t u r e I s s i m i l a r t o l l l l t e but two l a y e r s held 
more weakly bound t o g e t h e r by hydra ted magnesium (6 wa te r 
molecules In oc t ahed ra l c o - o r d i n a t i o n with Mg) r a t h e r than 
t i g h t l y bound K Ions i n l l l l t e . A genera l formula for n a t u r a l 
v e r m l c u ^ l l t e I s (OH)^ ;^  (Mg.Ca) (Sig_^ Ax) (Mg.Fe)^ 0^^ YllgO 
where x = 1 t o 1,4 and Y = about 8 , I t has more swe l l ing 
p rope r ty than l l l l t e but not as much as m o n t m o r l l l o n i t e . 
(e) CHLORITE 
The s t r u c t u r e of c h l o r i t e I s given by Donahue (1977) . 
I t I s o f t en c a l l e d 2j2 t y p e c l a y because I t I s s i m i l a r t o t h e 
u n i t l a t t i c e of v e r m i c u l i t e except t h a t hydra t ed magnesium In 
v e r m i c u l i t e I s a f i rmly bonded magnesium hydroxide o c t a h e d r a l 
sheet In c h l o r i t e . I t does not swel l when w<»tted with w a t e r , 
( f ) AMORPHOUS CLAYS 
Amorphous clays are the mixture of silica and alumina, 
containing weathered oxides of iron etc. that have not formed 
well orlenter^  crystals. These are common In soils and exists 
in varying proportion. Their properties are usually uncommon 
such as positive charge or anion exchange property that depends 
upon the pH and the soil solution. 
5 
The cat ion exchange, surface areas and bas ic unit 
arrangenipnt of the c lay minerals are given in T a h l e - I , 
SOIL ORGANIC MATTER (SOM) 
The s o i l organic matter (SOM) or humus may be defined as 
the organic residue l e f t behind a f ter microbial decomposition of 
plant and animal remains, frequently dark coloured and having 
certain c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , phys ica l and chemical propert ies 
(Vaksman,1938). I t s syn thes i s and degradation c o n s t i t u t e s a 
dynamic process and depends large ly on s o i l environment. In 
general , humus may be div ided in to two main groups as fo l l ows : 
(a) Humic substances: Transformed products bearing l i t t l e or 
no resemblance t o the anatomical s tructures from which they are 
derived. The humic substances may further be subdivided into 
huralc acid ( so lub le in a l k a l i and i n s o l u b l e in a c i d ) , f u l v l c acid 
( so luble in both a lka l i and ac ids) and humin (Insoluble in both 
a lka l i and a c i d ) . 
Accumulation patterns o f humic and f u l v l c acids fract ions 
have been studied by various workers (Goh et a l , , 1 9 7 6 ; Schnltzer 
and Khan,1972; Syers et a l . , 1 9 7 0 ; Kllham and Alexander, 1984) to 
show that t h e humic acid concentrated p r i n c i p a l l y in the surface 
or immetliately below t h e surface horizon whi le fu lv lc acid 
fract ion extends to much lower depth and i s hardly prec ip i ta ted 
from an a l k a l i n e extract by acid because of i t s more functional 
6 
TABLE.I 
CjglON EXCHANGE CAPACITY. SURFACE AREA. AND BASIC 
UNIT ARRANGEMENTS OF VARIOUS CLAY MINERALS 
AND AMORPHOUS MilTERIALS 
Mineral 
mat ter s 
Kaol ln l t e 
Montmorlllonlte 
I l l l t e 
Veno lcu l l t e 
C h l o r i t e 
Oxides and 
hydroxides 
1 
Physical 
Cation 
exchange 
capacity 
(meq per 
100 g) 
3 to 15 
80 t o 150 
10 t o 40 
100 t o 150 
10 t o 40 
2 t o 6 
* 
propert ies 
1 
Surface area 
(squar meter 
per groa) 
7 to 30 
600 t o 800 
65 t o 100 
600 to 800 
25 to ho 
100 t o 800 
1 
Basic unit 
" aX I a E l g 6 u l e n t 
i j i 
2 j l 
2 | 1 * 
2:1^ 
2s2 
From Bai ley and Vhlte (1964) . 
Di f ferences with montmorll lonltet 
a. A large number of K Ions between s i l i c a shee t s of two 
succes s ive un i t s and amorphous s u b s t i t u t i o n I s p o s s i b l e . 
b . Similar t o I l l l t e but has t h e layers held more weakly 
togather by hydrated magnesium rather than K Ions . 
7 
groups (Schnlt7.er and Khan, 1972; Stevenson and Goh,1971). 
The chemistry of humic substances has extens ive ly been 
studied In recpnt years (Ghosh and Schnltzer ,1980; Wilson,1981; 
Wilson and Goh,1983; Wilson et a l , , 1 9 8 3 ; Newman and Tate,198^) 
to character ize t h e i r composition and propert ies in s o i l , A 
number of s t u d i e s on the d i s t r i b u t i o n of various elements and 
a c i d i t y in d i f ferent molecular weight (MW) fract ions of humic 
materials has been reported (Preston et a l , , 1 9 8 2 ; Goh and 
Will iams,1982) to understand the chemical nature of these 
substances and changes during pedogenes is . The kind of s o i l and 
i t s environment and t h e method of extract ion have been considered 
(Tan, 1978) as the c o n f l i c t i n g factors to a f f e c t t h e nature and 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the humic substances . The need to standardize 
the method of extract ion I s , therefore , s t r e s s e d (Flalg et a l , , 
1975; Surges, 1966) as i t Inf luences the chemical behaviour of 
these substances . For example. Tan (1978) extracted humic 
substances with Na.PgO- and NaOH to study the changes in IR 
spectra . I t was reported that Na^ ^PgO- y i e l d HA with b e t t e r 
resolved spectra than NaOH, and allowed to observe t h e d i f ference 
in HA spectra between s o i l groups. The s tructure of humic 
materials extracted from marine environments are highly a l i p h a t i c 
and, from t e r r i s t o r i a l environments range highly aromatic to 
h ighly a l i p h a t i c (Wilson and Goh,1983). 
Various degradative and nondegradative methods have been 
8 
employed which reveal t h a t the major functional groups in humlc 
mater ia ls are carboxyl, raethoxy, amine (-NHg), secondary amino 
(-NH-), and r ing n i t rogen. The presence of la rge concentration 
of oxygen containing groups (XOOH, -OH, and -C=0) in humic 
mater ia ls tends to make than hydrophi l ic , While the aromatic 
r ings , f a t ty ac ids , es ters and a l ipha t i c carbons provide them 
a hydrophobic na tu re . Thus, t h e humic mater ia ls are considered 
to have a simultaneous hydrophil ic as v e i l as hydrophobic nature 
and hence capable of adsorption of hydrophobic and hydrophil ic 
substances on i t s sur faces . 
On t h e bas is of numerous analysis made on humic and fulvic 
ac ids , t h e main differences between model HA and FA were reported 
(Schnitzer and caio8h,1979) as follows! Total a c id i t y , alcoholic 
OH, and COOH content of the FA are appreciably higher than HA 
while the number of phenolic OH, t o t a l C«0 and OCH, groups are 
approximately same in both the substances . The higher B./E>- ra t io 
of FA than tha t of HA indica tes the lower p a r t i c l e s i z e of FA. 
The chemical s t ruc tu re and react ions of humic substances 
have been a subject of researches of nearly two cen tu r i e s , yet 
much remains to understand about these substances. Constderlns; 
various aspects of reported l i t e r a t u r e , Schnitzer and Ghosh (1979) 
proposed a model of p a r t i a l chemical s t ruc tu re of FA as shown 
in F ig , 1, I t i l l u s t r a t e s the importance of hydrogen bonding 
besides the Vender ¥aal«s and 7^-7: bonding. I t has also been 
reported (Tyurin and Gutkina,1940; Khan,19^5; and Zyrin,198^) that 
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a par t of humic substance known as humln, consis ts of humic and 
fulvlc ac ids . Besides, t he humic and fulvlc acid content , 
hymatomelanlc acid i s an addi t ional const i tuent in human fraction 
(Banerjee and Mukherjee,1972), 
Besides t h e humic substances, ce r ta in o ther organic 
compounds such as a l i p h a t i c and aromatic ac ids , amino ac ids , 
polysaceharldes and possibly o ther substances have been reported 
to l ink with humic acid in so i l (Bondieti i et a l , ,1972; F l a l g , 
1966; Kononova,1972; Paul and Schmidt,1961), A great deal of 
work has been made on various aspects of these substances (Putman 
and Schmidt,1959; Haider et a l . , 1965 ; Holtzclaw and Sposlto,1979; 
Ladd and But ler , I966; Verraa et a l , , 1 9 7 5 ) . I t i s poss ib le tha t 
some of the combined amino acid nitrogen in s o i l s remains in the 
form of mucopeptldes and t e l cho l c acid as these compounds are the 
essent ia l cons t i tuents of b a c t e r i a l ce l l w a l l s . The mucopeptldes 
are amino acid complexes containing an amino sugar or muramic 
acid and t h e i r amino acid ni trogen is in the form of a lanine , 
glutamic acid and l y s i n e . The amino acid content i s general ly 
highest in both extremit ies of t he p lants grown under the condition 
of the maximum photosynthesis in so i l s with moisture content of 
above 36% of sa tura t ion (Lagun,1972), 
Phenolic acids such as p-hydroxybenzolc ((t-hydroxybenzoic), 
v a n i l l i c (4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoic) , p-coumarlc ( t r a n s - ^ -
hydroxy clnnaralc) and f e r u l l c (trans-^-hydroxy-3-methoxy clnnamlc) 
n 
acl is have been repor ted t o occur In most of t h e s o i l s (Ka tase , 
1981a; 1983a) . Katase (1983b; 19811J) s t u d i e d t h e fonns In which 
t he se compounds e x i s t s In s o i l and t h e i r s i g n i f i c a n c e to huni i f i -
ca t ion p roces se s in s o i l . I t was found t h a t t h e pheno l ic ac ids 
e x i s t In t h r e e forms i . e . *A' f r e e form; ' B ' , combined form, 
e x t r a c t a b l e wi th hot e thy l a c e t a t e ; and 'C • ano the r combined 
form, un e x t r a c t ab l e wi th hot e t hy l a c e t a t e but e x t r a c t a b l e with 
2N NaOH by repea ted experiments and a r e sugges ted t o In f luence 
t h e hura l f ica t lon p r o c e s s , 
SOIL VATER 
S o i l w a t e r I s an Important c o n s t i t u e n t of s o i l which 
he lps t o c o n t r o l s o i l a i r , s o i l t e a p e r a t u r e , c v a p o t r a n s p l r a t i o n 
requirement and supply of n u t r i e n t s t o growing p l a n t s (Brady, 
1974) . The s o i l wa te r content vary wi th t h e s o i l t e x t u r e and 
vary from 5.1 t o 11.9 p e r c e n t (Donahue,1977). 
The amount of ava l1ab1e water In s o i l was found t o be 
r e l a t e d wi th s i l t (Abrol and Bhumbla,1966) and o rgan i c m a t t e r 
content ( A l l , 1 9 6 5 ) . 
Water movement in s o i l s I s an ano the r Important aspec t 
of s o i l wa t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s i n c e I t dec ides t h e amount of wa te r 
s t o r ed In t h e root zone, o r t h e depth t o which app l i ed wa te r 
w i l l move o r whether the s o i l w i l l p e r c o l a t e s a l t t o p reven t t h e 
development of s o i l s a l i n i t y . The movement of wa te r in s o i l 
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I s inf luenced by the l o c a t i o n , extent , and physical c h a r a c t e r i s -
t i c s of the d i f f erent hor izons . Since a major portion of water 
e i ther from r a i n f a l l , or from i r r i g a t i o n moves under unsaturated 
condi t ions , i t i s important to determln e t h e hydraulic conduct i -
v i t y under unsaturated c o n d i t i o n s . The references assoc iated 
with the work on the subject are Luxmoore et a l , , ( l 9 7 7 ) ; Mc Neal 
(1968); LagPrwerff (1969); Sojka et a l . (1977); Cloth ier et a l . 
(1977) and Nakano (1977) e t c . 
SOIL AIR 
The s o i l a i r mainly c o n s i s t s of oxygen, carbondloxide, 
nitrogen and nitrous oxide e t c . I t has been observed that the 
composition of s o i l a i r varied with the c l i m a t i c condit ions 
(Russell and Appleyard,1915) as wel l as with the nature of the 
s o i l (Jong,1981) , 
Using various a n a l y t i c a l methods i . e . IR spectroscopy, 
gas chromatography e t c . n i trogen and nitrous oxide gases have 
been measured in s o i l s (Arnold,1954; Dowdell & Smith,1974) which 
may be a cause of nitrogen l o s s e s under anaerobic condit ions due 
to d e n i t r i f i c a t i o n p r o c e s s e s . The other p h y s i o l o g i c a l l y a c t i v e 
gases l i k e e thylene , methane, hydrogen su lph ide , f a t t y a c i d s , 
a l c o h o l s , ketones and aldehydes have been reported to be formed 
in water logged s o i l s by microorganisms (Smith,1977) . 
p 
LIVING ORGANISMS IN SOIL 
E a r l i e r workers looked upon b a c t e r i a as r e s p o n s i b l e fo r 
the most iu ipor tant s o i l p r o c e s s e s . During t h e l a s t t h r e e and a 
h a l f decades i t has d e f i n i t e l y e s t a b l i s h e d t h a t t h e s o i l i s 
c h a r a c t e r i z e d by a d i s t i n c t m i c r o b i o l o g i c a l popu la t i on made up 
of s p e c i f i c g roups . Small l i v i n g t h i n g s (mic rob ia l s o r 
raicroorganisms) a r e b i o l o g i c a l l y c l a s s f i e d as p l a n t ( m i c r o f l o r a ) , 
animal (mlcrofauna) and a r e cons idered t o be p r e s e n t in s o i l 
s u r f a c e s o r in top f<w Inches of t h e s o i l having t h e i r popula t ion 
in b l l l t a n s pe r gram of s o i l (Donahue,1977). 
S o i l m ic ro f lo r a c o n s i s t s of b a c t e r i a , fungi act lnomycetes 
a l g a e and v i ru se s s 
(1) BACTERIA 
These a r e u n i c e l l u l a r o rgan i sms . These Inc lude spore 
forming and non-spore forming r o d s , cocc i v i b r i o and s p i r i l l a . 
They vary c o n s i d e r a b l y in shape , s i z e , oxygen requi rements 
( a e r o b i c and a n a e r o b i c ) , energy u t i l i z a t i o n ( a u t o t r o p h i c and 
h e t e r o t r o p h i c ) , s l ime formation and r e l a t i o n t o p l a n t s and 
animals ( s ap rophy t i c and p a r a s i t i c ) , 
( i l ) FUNGI 
These Inc lude a l a r g e group of organisms knovn as 
phycomycptos, ascomyc*'tes, hypomycetes and basidoi t iycetes . They 
produce ex tens ive mycelium and spores In s o i l s . T h e i r growth 
I s throughout t h e s o i l s and may be so ex t ens ive as t o hold t h e 
mass of p a r t i c l e s t o g a t h e r by means of a very f i n e microscopic 
ne t work of mycelium and I t s e x c r e t i o n p r o d u c t s , 
( i l l ) ACTINOMYCETES 
Three genera of ac t lnomycetes a r e wel l r e p r e s e n t e d in t h e 
s o i l . Actlnomycetes vary g r e a t l y In t h e i r b iochemical p r o p e r t i e s , 
In r e l a t i o n t o h ighe r p l a n t s and animals and In t h e i r e f f e c t on 
s o i l b a c t e r i a , 
( i v ) ALGAB 
Th >se a re green coloured organisms and a r e a u t o t r o p h i c . 
T h e i r a b i l i t y t o produce c h l o r o p h y l l makes t h e i r l i v e s in the 
s o i l e s p e c i a l l y on I t s s u r f a c e , Independent of t h e p resence of 
organic m a t t e r . 
(v) VIRUSES 
Vi ruses a r e n o n c e l l u l a r organism and a r e composed of 
s p e c i f i c n u e l e i c acid surrounded by a coat of p r o t e i n . They 
can m u l t i p l y and grow only i n s i d e l i v i n g c e l l s . 
S o i l microfauna p r i m a r i l y comprises ofj 
(1) PROTOZOA 
These comprise amoebae, f l a g e l l a t e s and d i l a t e s . Protozoa 
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exert a cori t rol i ing efft»ct upon the abundance of bac te r i a , thus 
affecting adversely a va r i e ty of s o i l p rocesses , 
( l i ) HlgirR ANTMAL FORMS 
These include nematodes, r o t i f e r s , ear th worms, larvae 
of I n sec t s , These organisms have a va r i e ty of function in s o i l s . 
The a b i l i t y of some so i l i nh ib i t i ng insec t s to a t tack , ce r t a in 
higher p lants frequently makes than of grea t economic Importance, 
The action of earth worms as " so i l c u l t i v a t o r s " places them in 
an iinportant category. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SOILS IN INDIA 
Standard s o i l surveys and t h e i r c l a s s i f i c a t i on (Murthy 
et a l , ,1982) assume an important ro le and the Benehraark s o i l 
concepts helps to j 
( i ) provide a base for research on s o i l and water management 
and crop responses thereon to input , 
( 11) design experiments t o ascer ta in crop responses to var iables 
which dis t inguish s o i l s e r i e s family, and 
(111) provide type loca t ions for so i l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and fur ther 
s t u d i e s . 
National Bureau of So i l Survey and Land Use Planning 
(Nagnur,India) has made a tremendous effort in t h i s d i rec t ion 
and c l a s s i f i e d the Benchraaiic s o i l s of India in to seven regions 
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(Fig , 2) as fn l lovs» 
1 , S o i l s of Kashmir Valley 
The s o i l s of Kashmir Val ley have developed under 
temperate c l i m a t i c environment. This region has a d i s t i n c t 
period during April to Nov«nher when p o t e n t i a l evaporation 
exceeds p r e c i p i t a t i o n . 
2 . S o i l s of the Himalayan Region and North Eastern Mountains 
The s o i l s of th i s region are formed on s treep h i l l s , 
va l l eys and terraces over d i f f eren t g e o l o g i c a l formations, and 
cover large areas In subhumld warm temperate and humid t rop ica l 
environments. They are s u s c e p t i b l e to eros ion . 
5• S o i l s of the Indo-Gangatlc p l a i n s , the Brahmaputra Valley 
and the Taral 
The s o i l s of t h i s region extends to about 7tOO,000 sq.km. 
The alluvium I s very thick and variable according t o geographic 
pos i t ions and source of the r i v e r transporting the sediments . 
The c l imat ic environment ranges from seml~arld to humid 
subtrop ica l . 
k. S o i l s of Desert Region 
The desert In India i s mainly represented by gently 
s loping undulating plants and sand dunes. The major part i s 
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covered by p le is tocene and recent f o m a t i o n s . The desert i s 
Influenced by strong south-vest resu l t ing in acollan modifica-
tion of the s o i l s . The shor t duration blomass bui ld up in 
desert even though the r a i n f a l l i s very low. In so i l p r o f i l e s , 
calcium carbonate d i s t r i bu t i on i s ciwimon to varying degrees. 
5 . Soi ls of the Black Soi l Reigion 
The s o i l s of t h i s region are clayey in nature with 
montmorillonite being a dominant clay which varied from 40 to 60 
percent or more. The s o i l s swel l , shrink and crack and are also 
eas i ly d ispersed. They have high moisture re ten t ion capaci ty and 
po ten t i a l f e r t i l i t y . 
6 . Soi ls of the Red and L a t c r i t e Soil Region 
The red and l a t e r i t e s o i l s extend in Peninsular India 
and some par t s of Orissa , Bihar and West Bengal. These s o i l s 
have well-marked horizons of c lay enrichment with a s ign i f i can t 
proportions of amorphous m a t e r i a l s . Varia t ions in t e x t u r e , 
depth, color and clay mineralogy resu l t from r e l i e f and drainage 
di f ferences , 
7 . So i l s of the Coastal and Del ta ic Regions 
The eastern and western coastal p la ins are s i tua ted 
between eastern and western ghta t and Bay of Bengal and Arabian 
sea , r e spec t ive ly , while major del ta p la ins are those of the 
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r ivers Ganga, Brahmaputra, Mahanadl, Godovarl, Krishna and 
Cauvery. They range from extremely acid to a lka l ine In reac t ion , 
and from s o i l s with low organic carbon content to those having 
organic hor izons . 
PESTICIDES 
Pes t i c ide Is a general term used for various chemicals 
employed to control pests l i k e fungi, i n s e c t s , herbs or other 
animal pes ts tha t at tack food sources useful to man. The general 
def ini t ion for pes t i c ide was made by Ware (197S) as followsj 
"Any substance used for con t ro l l i ng , prevent ing, destroying, 
repe l l ing or mi t iga t ing pes ts i s known as p e s t i c i d e " . 
C lass i f i ca t ion of pes t i c ides 
Pes t i c ides can be c l a s s i f i e d in to the following c lasses 
according to the target species against which they are intended 
to act , such as herbic ide , fungicide and i n s e c t i c i d e e t c . There 
are also roden t ic ide , nematoctdes, mollusacldes, acar ic ide and 
weedicide e t c , which are in common use . 
(^) Her t ic ides 
ITerbicldes are those chemicals which are used to destroy 
or supress the growth of unwanted herbiceoue and weed p lants 
without in jur ing o the r s . Organic chemicals which exhibit 
herblcidal and plant growth regu la to r p roper t i es are numerous 
n 
ana varleil froa b io log i ca l , physical and ch^nlcal stand points 
Some of the important herbic ides are as followst 
(1) s^Trlazlnes 
RerMcides conform to the general formula: 
X 
N 
Rg - C 
/ ' 
N* 
N 
C - R, 
where R^  and R^ , r e fe rs to the N-subs t l tu ted with lower alkyls and 
X to CI, OCII-, and SCH- e t c , for cxxcnsively used s - t r i a z i n e . 
Some of the commonly used s - t r l a z i n e herbicides arej SliufiZine, 
Atraz lne , Prometone, Ametryne and Promeiryne e t c , 
(11) Subst i tu ted Ureas 
The subs t i tu ted urea c lass of herbicides contain a number 
of widely used compounds such as fenuron, diuron, mormron, l inuron, 
chloroxuron, fluometuron and siduron e t c . Various new herbicides 
of t h i s group are being evaluated. These arc use J at hi^^h concen-
t r a t i o n ra tes as s o i l s ter i l .3nt3 and at low ra tes as selt^ctlve 
p r e - and post-eraergence herbicides in crop projiuctlon. 
iy 
( i l l ) Phenoxyalkanolc acid 
The menbers of t h i s c lass of herbicides are used 
pr imari ly as f o l i a r applied t rea tments . Somp of the Important 
phenoxy alkanolc acid herbicides a r e : 2,^-D; 2 , 4 , 5 - 1 ; MCP; ^CpA; 
Dlchlorprop and Sllvex e t c . They are generally employed as 
pre-emergence treatment In conjuction with other herbic ides 
because of t h e i r short res idual l i f e . 
^ * •^ ) Cerbanllates 
Many types of carbanl la tes show herblc idel a c t i c u s . Some 
of tho most extensively used compounds of th i s group Itjcludes, 
swep, prophaan, chloropropham ami barban e t c , Swep, proplicm and 
chloroprophaa are used as pre-emergence herb lc lues , while barban 
I s user! Hs post-emergence control of wild oats in c e r e a l s . Thpse 
compounds are rapid ly degradable by microorganlBms, They are 
l o s t through vo la t i l aza t lon i f they are applied to wet s o i l , 
(v) Chlorinated Aliphat ic aclda 
Various chlor inated a l i p h a t i c acids such as 2 ,2-dichloro-
proplonlc acid (dalapan); t r i c h l o r o a c e t i c acid (TCA); and 
2 ,2-d lchlorolsobutyr ic acid (Fw-Ji50) e t c . have been used as 
he rb i c ide s . 
(vl) Awltrole 
I t i s a subs t i tu ted t r l a / o l e (3-aBil i io-i ,2,4-tr lazole) 
2i; 
herbic ide which I s used pr imari ly due to I t s r e s i s t i v i t y 
towards microorganism (Ashton,1961). However, I t was l a t e r 
ol)servcd that chemical as well as microbial degradation both may 
be experienced by t h i s compound. 
Besides the above most extensive used he rb ic ides , there 
a re many compounds which are used as he rb ic ides . They Include: 
Pyr id ines , N-a l lpha t lc carbamates, Dlpyrldyls and many o thers , 
(B) Funpjlcldes 
Fungicides a re those chemicals which are used to control 
various fungi and fungus bonie diseases l i k e mild(w, b l i g h t s , 
smuts, r u s t s , scab, spot and rot e t c . Fungi are pathogenic 
organisms which may be present on fol iage sur iace as powdcr>' 
wlldj'w or they may remify through plant t i ssues and proiiuco 
reproductive spores at the outer p lan t surface to enable the 
Infection to spread. 
Fungicides are of two main types : 
( l ) Suriace fungj^iciues 
These are o lder fungicides used to apply to fo l iage os 
Sprays or dus t s . They do not enter the plant t i s sues but k i l l s 
the fungus and t h e surface spores . They Includej Bordeaux, 
mixture, lime sulphur, preparat ions containing Cu, Zn, Mg, As, S 
and other na tu ra l p lan t ex t r ac t i ons . 
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The organic surface fungicides arej organic mercury, 
alkyl mercury, and phenyl mercury. They are appeared to cause 
wide spread environmental hazards due t o much tox ic murcury 
metal (Dlx,1981). The organic thlocarbamates such as thlram, 
zlram and raoneb e t c . and phenolic compounds such as dl trophenol , 
dlnocap and many others have been used as organic surface 
fungicides to replace organic murcury compounds. 
(11) Systemic fungicides 
These fungicides are absorbed Into the plant through 
leaves , roots and seeds and are t rans loca ted v l t h l n the plant 
t i s s u e s . Consequently t h i s group I s more effect ive than the 
surface fungicides. However, newer systemic fungicides are 
continuing to be developed, Benomyl, MBC, TBZ, th lophanates , 
dowco, t r l a r lmol and carboxln e t c . are In conoBon use . All 
organic fungicides have low t o x i c i t y to p l a n t s , b i rds and mammals, 
so they are not p o t e n t i a l l y hazardous In the short t e r n . Some 
products containing metal t h a t are known to accumulate in food 
chains , may pose some heal th hazard. 
(C) In sec t i c ides 
Insec t i c ides are those substances which are used to control 
or k i l l various I n s e c t s . They can be applied d i r ec t l y to s o i l 
or as sprays or dust to fo l iage p l a n t s . Pests such as wire-worms, 
chafer grubs and root maggots in so i l are extremely d i f f i c u l t 
to be c o n t r o l l e d due t o t h e i r r e l a t i v e l y I n a c t i v e nature . To k i l l 
them, a small amount of I n s e c t i c i d e Is homogenously nixed In s o i l 
or applied In excess ive amounts. In genera l , I n s e c t l c l d a l 
ch^olcals may he c l a s s i f i e d Into fol lowing broad groupst 
( I ) Organochlorlnes 
Among various organochlorlne Insecticides developed so far, 
the most Important and best known Is DDT. It was followed by BHC, 
Vlthln a very short period, a range of these Insecticides were 
developed as chlordane, heptachlor, texaphene, methoxychlor, 
aldrln, dleldrln, endrln and endosulfan etc. and generally accepted 
for Insectlcldal use. In general, there are wide spectrum 
Insecticides used to kill a great variety of pests. 
( I I ) Organophosphorus 
The organophosphorus I n s e c t i c i d e s Inc ludes! parathlon, 
dlazlnon, tr lchlorphon, phosrate , carbophenothlon, d l s u l f o t o n , 
dlmethoate, fenthlon , t h l o n a z l n , menazon, d l f f o n a t e , ch lorfen 
vlnphos and o t h e r s . 
( I I I ) Carbamates 
Some carbamate compounds have a l so been used as I n s e c -
t i c i d e s . Besides carbaryl which Is used as a p o s s i b l e s u b s t i t u t e 
of DDT In orchard, many newly developed carbamate I n s e c t i c i d e s 
are In p r a c t i c e . They Include CPMC, carbofuran, bendlocarb, 
amlnocarb and meabal e t c . Most of the carbamates act on Insec t s 
In a s i m i l a r vay t o the organophosphorus compounds. They 
p e r s i s t much l e s s than organochlorines hut longer than organo-
phosphorus compounds. 
TRACE METALS 
S ix teen elements are known to he e s s e n t i a l for plant and 
microbial growth In s o i l . Of these seven are required In very 
small anounts and known as micro- or trace elements. They are 
Iron; manganese; z inc; copper; boron; molybdenum and ch lor ine . 
Apart from t h e s e , some other el^nents such as Pb, Cd, Cr, Nl , Hg, 
Se , V, Ba and As e t c . are a l so known to be present In s o i l in 
trace q u a n t i t i e s . However, they are not e s s e n t i a l to animal or 
plant growth. Some of these may be b e n e f i c i a l for animal and/or 
plants growth but t h e i r heal th hazard i s w e l l documented. 
In recent years , man has u t i l i z e d th<» sewage and industr ia l 
wastes as a source of micronutrlents in most of the developing 
countries l i k e India . Large population centres producing tremen-
dous amount of sewage sludge and rapid I n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n 
incorporating many heavy meta l s , aroused the concern over t h e i r 
p o s s i b l e use in agr i cu l ture . Composition of d i f f erent s ludge 
and indus t r ia l wastes has been studied by various woiicers (Stover 
et a l . , 1 9 7 6 ; Andersson and N l l s s o n , 1 9 7 2 ) . I t has found that 
heavy metals c o n s t i t u t e a major part of i t s composition. They 
are accumulated in s o i l s because of t h e i r exces s ive use and 
'in 
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causes a hazardous problem t o plant and animal l i f e . 
In most of the s t u d i e s , i t has been shown that the metals 
added t o s o i l remain in the upper few Inches (Williams et a l , , l 9 8 0 ; 
Page and Chang,1975) because of immobilizing mechanisms l i k e 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n and s p e c i f i c adsorption on se s qui ox ides , c lay 
minerals and organic matter* Considering the s ludge as a complex 
mixture of organic and inorganic s p e c i e s , various forms of these 
metals in s o i l could be understood (Gregson and Alloway,198^; 
T i l l s and Alloway,1983). 
The chemical behaviour of trace metals has ex tens ive ly 
been s tudied in re la t ion to s o i l s and c lays (Bowman et a l , , 1 9 8 1 ; 
Hodgson, 1963; T i l l e r et a l , , 1 9 7 8 ) . I t has becm observed that 
Pb may form so lub le inorganic complexes with anionic groups l i k e 
hydroxyl, ch lor ide , su lph ide , phosphate and carbonate according 
t o s o i l pH and a c i d i t y of in t erac t ing i o n s , Rickard and Nrlagu 
(1978) observed that pb r^oains as carbonate s p e c i e s , p a r t i c u l a r l y , 
Pb(CO_)_~ at pH in between 6 and 8 , whi le at pH < 6 and in absence 
of carbonate, Pb , PbCl* and PbClg were predoninat inorganic 
s p e c i e s . 
Santillan-Medrano and Jurlnak (1975) reported t h e formation 
of PbCOj, Pb(0H)2, Pb^(P0j^)2, Pb i^o^^)^ Oil, and/or Pb^0(Po^)2 
s p e c i e s at pH in between 7 .5 and 8 . 0 . Pb has a lso been observed 
t o complex with sulphur based aanino ac id , cys te ine and f u l v i c acid 
( S i l l e n and Marte l l ,1964; Schnitzer and Skinner ,1967) . Gregson 
i^ 4) 
and Alloway (1984) study the Pb speel atIon In heav i ly pol luted 
s o i l and reported that Pb occurs as both high and low molecular 
weight organo-Pb>complex depending upon the I n i t i a l pH. In a 
potentlonietrlc study of metal-i-fiA complexes, Stevenson (1977) 
reported that there are two or more binding s i t e s In Pb-HA 
complex formation. Thus, 2 t l and I t l Pb>HA complex are formed 
t o g ive a chain l i k e s t ruc ture by d i sp lac ing H Ions from exchange 
s i t e s or by re leas ing proton from hydration water of metal Ion. 
In comparison to other heavy meta l s , the order of s t a b i l i t y 
constant for metal-HA complex i s as f o l l o w s ! 
Cu > pb >> Cd > Zn 
B l t t e l and M i l l e r (197*) s tudied the adsorption behaviour 
of pb on montmorl l lonlte , k a o l l n l t e and l l l l t e and found that the 
adsorption s i t e s were a l l a l i k e and there was l i t t l e or no In ter -
act ion between adsorbed Ions , On g e o t h l t e , Pb was reported to be 
s p e c i f i c a l l y adsorbed and I t s d i s t r i b u t i o n between s o l i d and 
l i q u i d phase Is pH dependent (Forbes et a l . , 1 9 7 3 ) . I t was reported 
(Forbes et a l . , 1 9 7 6 ) t h a t f o r each Pb Ion adsorption, nearly two 
moles of H Ions are displaced from In ter face which was In the 
d irec t contrast of the mass action approach of Grlmme ( I 9 6 8 ) . 
2<f Again, the Pb has hydrolysable in nature , i t s adsorption could 
be considered t o occur v ia the adsorption of PbOH and Pb(0H)2 
spec ies at higher pH values (James and Healy ,1972) , 
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other elements l i k e C, H, 0 , N, P, K, Ca and Mg are needed 
In large quant i t i e s and hence they are c a l l e d as macronutrients. 
p lants take up carbon as C0„; hydrogen as H , and H„0; oxygen as 
2 — 2 + — 
0 , OH", CO-, SO. and COg; ni trogen as NH^ and N0_; phosphorus 
as HgPO. and HPO. and potasslun as K • Nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium Is most Important macronutrients for the proper growth 
of plants and are thus being suppl ied to meet the plants requirement 
in t h e foim o f chemical f e r t i l i z e r s . 
NITROGEN 
Nitrogen i s an important cons t i tuent of plant protec t ion , 
ch lorophyl l , nuc le ic acid and other plant substances , and hence 
needed in large anount. S o i l microorganisms breaks down the s o i l 
organic materials and r e l e a s e n i trogen in i t s d i f f erent form. 
Mineral nitrogen i s produced in s o i l s as a bye product of microbial 
metabolisms and usua l ly increases wh«i acid s o i l i s limed (Al l i son 
et a l , , i 9 ^ 9 ) . The source , quantity and the time of appl icat ion 
of nitrogeneous manures are dependent of the type of the s o i l and 
crop. Under the condit ion of de f ic iency of n i t rogen , the leaves 
are smal l , the stems are th in and upright and l a t e r a l shoots are 
few. The leaves usua l ly have a p a l e , ye l lowish-green colour in 
the early s tages of growth and many develop ye l low-red or purple 
colours at t h e l a t t e r s t a g e s . In add i t ion , nitrogen Increases 
the proportion of water (Valson, l946) and decreases the percentage 
of Ca (Beeson,1966) in plant t i s s u e s . 
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Symbiotic fixation of nitrogen by legume bacteria can add 
45 to 250 pounds per acre of nitrogen depending upon the type 
of legume plants . In a non-sjrmblotlc f ixation, certain types of 
microorganisms l ike bacteria and blue green algae exis t In so i l 
and vater , convert nitrogen Into the body t issues and then release 
I t for plant use when they die or get decomposed. 
Organic nitrogen depleted from the s o i l through oxidation 
and microbial a c t i v i t i e s . The rate of th is loss depends upon 
various factors such as s o i l texture, aeration, s o i l temperature, 
permeability and erosion etc . Nitrate (NOl) i s the most readily 
leached form of nitrogen while the arnmonluo (NH.) ions which are 
held at cation exchange s i t e s , res i s t leaching. Leaching loses 
are increased by the Increasing amount of percolating water when 
there i s l i t t l e or no growing crops to use the n l t r o g ^ as readily 
as they are produced by n i t r i f i c a t i o n , 
PHOSPHORUS 
phosphorus i s the second most Important element a f t e r 
n i t r o g o i . The nucleus of each plant c e l l contains phosphorus 
and, there fore , c e l l d i v i s i o n and growth are dependent upon the 
avai labi l i ty of phosphorus. Sufficient quantities of phosphorus 
are necessary for normal transformation of carbohydrates in plants 
l ike conversion of starch into sugars and also help in the 
assimilation of fats in p lants . 
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Phosphorus i s also supposed to help In h l ^ agriculture 
production of food grains, sugar content In the potato and corns. 
It improves the quality of fibres of flax and accelorates the 
ripening of p lants . Sufficient quantity of phosphorus are 
necessary for normal plant growth which may he attributed either 
to the stimulation in the growth or to the replacement of fixed 
sol id phase phosphorus ions . 
Phosphorus in s o i l i s present in both organic and inorganic 
forms that may vary v i th the organic fraction in s o i l s . Plants 
u t i l i z e phosphorus in i t s mineral foras and hence the organic forms 
have to be mineralized before i t i s available to plants, 
Johnston (1952,1954) have found the release of available 
phosphorus from insoluble calcium, aluminium and iron, phosphates 
as a result of the reactions of organic ac ids . Rose (1957) has 
observed that a relation existed between phosphorus solubil izat ion 
and organic acid production in s o i l s due to the action of three 
organisms namely Aspergillus niger. Aspergillus terreus and 
Selecrotium reffsuc. 
Acidic and alkaline reactions in s o i l res tr ic t and reduce 
phosphorus ava i lab i l i ty . However, a pH range between 6,5 to 7.5f 
i s ideal for i t s ava i lab i l i ty . The original source for phosphorus 
i s apatiife Ca«(po^)-F , a calcium phosphate of low s o l u b i l i t y . 
The solubll ized ions (HgPO )^ readily react v l th the s o i l Ingredients 
l ike iron, aluminium and calcium and forms Insoluble phosphates. 
;!:! 
Thi s p rocess I s c a l l e d phospha te f i x a t i o n . In a l k a l i s o i l s , 
t r l c a l c l u m phosphate I s formed, which a l so has low s o l u h l l l t y . 
Thus phosphorus I s not ve iy mobi le In s o i l s o l u t i o n s and should 
be appl ied where I t I s r equ i r ed in s o i l s , 
POTASSIUM 
Potass ium In p l a n t s s t a y s In a mobi le form r a t h e r than as 
an I n t e g r a l p a r t of any f ixed compounds. I t he lps t o main ta in 
c e l l p e r m e a b i l i t y , a ids i n t h e t r a n s l o c a t i o n of ca rbohydra tes 
(Webster and Varne r ,1954) , keeps i r on more mobile in t h e p l a n t 
and i n c r e a s e s t h e r e s i s t a n c e to c e r t a i n d i s e a s e s . 
Potassium occurs i n both s o l u b l e and i n s o l u b l e forms in 
the mine ra l m a t t e r s of t h e s o i l s . Three forms of potassium (K ) 
i s found t o occur (Vi111ans, 1962) i n s o i l s , namely nonexchangea'ole, 
f ixed and very s lowly a v a i l a b l e . The f i x a t i o n of added potassium 
i n s o i l s defends upon s o i l t e x t u r e , k ind of c l a y m i n e r a l , i n t e n s i t y 
of drying and t h e l e v e l of i n i t i a l exchangeable po tass ium. The 
f ixed foim of potass ium occurs i n t h e c lay mine ra l s v i z , l l l i t e , 
v e r m i c u l l t e and m o n t m o r l l l o n i t e by s t r ong bonding and a l so found 
i n primary mine ra l s l i k e mica and f e l s p a r which occur i n t h e sand 
and s i l t f r a c t i o n s , 
ADSORPTION 
The adso rp t ion may be o f two types v i z , p h y s i c a l and 
chemica l . The p h y s i c a l ad so rp t i on occurs mainly due t o weak forces 
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l i k e l o n - d i p o l e , d l p o l e - d l p o l e , po lar iza t ion or induced dlpole 
Van der Vaal 's forces e t c . Usual ly i t involves small heat changes 
of the order of 0 .5 to 2 Kcal or l e s s (Ad£wns,1973). This 
phenomenon i s more or l e s s n o n - s p e c i f i c , r e v e r s i b l e and temporary 
In nature, m i i l e , on the other hand, chemical adsorption i s due 
to the chemical l inkage between adsorbate and adsorbent which 
g ives r i s e t o a permanent binding of spec ie s over adsorbent 
s u r f a c e s . I t i s characterized by a large heat change as 5-20 Kcal, 
In some c a s e s , the value of the heat of adsorption has been 
reported t o be in the range o f 15 to 50 KBal/mol (Blggar and 
Cheung,1973). Thus, the chemical adsorption i s a s p e c i f i c , 
non-revers ib le and pernanent surface phenomenon. 
A hydrogen bonding (2-5 Kcal/mol) may be c l a s s i f i e d under 
e i ther physical or chemical adsorption, depending on whether the 
parameter of heat of adsorption or bond fonaatlon Is taken as 
the major c r l t e r a t l o n for the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . 
The c lay ralaerals as wel l as c i y s t a l l l n e and amorphous 
oxide and iiydroxirles both having a capac i ty for adsorption due to 
coulonihic, and/or physical f o r c e s , adsorb the organic and Inorganic 
apeciea at I t s sur faces . The organic matter has been reported 
to have a highest cat ion exchange capac i ty (200 to ^00 raeq/100 g) 
and surface area (500 to 800 sq.m, per gram) which are comparable 
to montmoril lonlte and vermicu l l t e (Bai ley and White,1964), 
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Adsorption equations 
An adsorption Isotherm represents the functional 
relationship betveen adsorbed phase concentration (x/m) and 
solution concentration (Ce) at constant temperature. Generally, 
two types of Isotherm equations namely Freundllch and Langmulr 
equations, have most frequently been used to describe the 
adsorption behaviour of various species in soils, 
(a) Freundllch equation 
In Freundllch type of adsorption Isotherm, the concentration 
of solute species in adsorbed phase is given by the equation: 
x/« « KCy" 
or In (x/m) «» In K • 1/n in C 
where x/ra i s the amount of so lu te adsorbed (x) per mass of 
adsorbent (m), the constants K and l /n represent the adsorption 
capacity and i n t e n s i t y , respec t ive ly , C i s the equilibrium 
concentrat ion of so lu te In so lu t ion . 
I f In (x/m) i s p lo t ted against In Cg, a s t r a i g h t l i n e is 
obtained wliose In te rcep t an.l slope represents the constant K and 
l /n respec t ive ly . Using the value of K as a measure of adsorption, 
the adsorption capaci ty of various adsorbent may be compared with 
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1/n measures t h e n o i i - l l n e a r l t y of t h e p r o c e s s . I f l / n i s u n i t y , 
t h e p rocess I s s a i d t o "be l i n e a r , 
(b) Langmulr equa t ion 
The Langrauir equat ion may he w r i t t e n a s j 
AB Ce 
x/m a ——— 
1+BCe 
where A » adso rp t ion maxiwa (*ig/g), B = c o e f f i c i e n t s t h a t r e f l e c t s 
t h e r e l a t i v e r a t e s of ad so ip t l on and desor^itlon a t equi l ibr ium and, 
t h u s , an a f f i n i t y terras (ml/jag); x/m and Ce a r e t h e same as t h e 
F reund l l ch e q u a t i o n . 
The l i n e a r t r ans fo rma t ion of t h e above equat ion can be 
w r i t t e n as j 
Cc 1 
CeA/m o ^ * -
The s l o p e and i n t e r c e p t of t h e p l o t (C^/x/m v s . Cg) g ives t h e 
va lue of c o n s t a n t s , i /A and i/BA r e s p e c t i v e l y . The adsorp t ion 
c a p a c i t y of adsorbent (A), depends upon t h e s p e c i f i c su r f ace 
a r e a , s u r f a c e cha rge c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s e t c . The cons t an t B i s a 
measure of t h e adso rp t i on energy , 
ION ETOHANGE IN SOILS 
S o i l c o l l o i d s have va r ious s u r f a c e l o c a t i o n s with 
unncutr l l lzed negat ive charges which are ar isen due t o at l e a s t 
two surfaces . The f i r s t Is the unsat is f ied valencies at the 
broken edges of the s i l i c a and alumina s h e e t s . Secondly, due 
to the isofflorphous subs t i tu t ion of high valency cat ions in 
l a t t i c e clays with low valency cat ions which l e f t behind a 
res idual negative charge on i t s sur face . Also, the f l a t external 
surfaces of 1:1 clays l i k e k a o l i n l t e , have some exposed oxygen 
and hydroxyl groups which acts as negative s i t e s . Pos i t ive ions 
or cat ions could be adsorbed at those negatively charged surfaces 
hy e l e c t r o s t a t i c a t t r a c t i o n . These adsorbed ca t ions r e s i s t t h e i r 
removal by leaching with water but can be replaced by other cat ions 
with mass ac t ion . This type of exchange in which one cation i s 
replaced tiy another I s ca l led cat ion exchange, 
A study of cation exchange i s important because i t provides 
an idea of the s o i l col lo ids and t h e i r capab i l i ty t o s to re (Stark 
and Spit2ner,1982) and supply (Sahrawat and Burford,1982) the 
nu t r ien t elements t o p l a n t s , 
lott exchange la considered as a r eve r s ib l e process by 
which cat ions or anions are exchanged between so l i d and l iquid 
phased i f they are in close contact with each o the r . I t has been 
reported tha t most of the adsorbed Ions become hydrated when 
dispersed In water and then d i s soc i a t e leading to the formation 
of the e l e c t r i c double l a y e r s , Wiegner and Jenny (1927) and 
Atlen ar^ Kurmies (1931) have suggested the Importance of ion 
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hydra t i on which must he taken I n t o c o n s i d e r a t i o n i n studyln;^ 
t h e Ion exchange r e a c t i o n s . 
Ion exchange e q u i l i b r i a can he c h a r a c t e r i z e d by t h e 
exchange Iso therms which I s t h e g raph ica l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of a 
p a r t i c u l a r Ion d i s t r i b u t i o n in s o l i d and s o l u t i o n phase a t a 
given t e m p e r a t u r e . In g e n e r a l , t h e equ iva l en t i o n i c f r a c t i o n 
S. of t h e coun t e r Ion A i n t h e ion exchanger i s p l o t t e d as a 
funct ion of t h e equ iva l en t i o n i c f r a c t i o n X. i n s o l u t i o n o t a 
cons t an t va lue s of o t h e r v a r i a b l e s . 
Vorlors models have bfen proposed t o desc r ibe t h e 
c a t i o n exchange process and measure t h e q u a n t i t a t i v e a s p e c t s . 
Some of them were empi r ica l and o the r s were based on adso rp t ion 
Isotherrps p r i n c i p l e , w h i l e s t i l l o t h e r s were based on t h e law 
of mass a c t i o n . Using s p e c i f i c mass equat ion f o r homo- and 
h e t e r o - v a l e n t exchanges, Ker r (1928) sugges ted a model which 
W'^ s l a t e r modified by v a r i o u s workers (Vanselow, 1932; Gapon, 
1933; Krlshnemoorthy et a l , , l 9 4 8 ; Dav is ,1950 ; Guggenheim,194^). 
L a t e r , Gaines and Thomas (1953) developed a most s u c c e s s f u l 
model t h a t g ives t h e parameters l i k e s e l e c t i v i t y c o - e f f i c i e n t s 
and thermodynamic p a r a m e t e r s , 
THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATION IN ADSOHPTION AND 
ION EXCHANGE PROCESSES 
An a p p l i c a t i o n of thermodynamic c o n s i d e r a t i o n s in 
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physical and chemical processes provides a quan t i t a t ive account 
of tha t p a r t i c u l a r process to predic t the hehavtour of In te rac t ing 
p a r t i c l e s . Thus, t h e thermodynamics may he applied to both 
physical as well as chemical adsorption in the f ie ld of s o i l 
sc ience . 
Thermodynamics of Ion exchange in s o i l s and clays i s based 
on two fundamental assumption namely (a) r e v e r s l b l l t y , and 
(b) stolchioraetry of the process which i s not always t r u e in fact 
but can be assumed and may be con t ro l led with the help of su i t ab le 
methods (Tabikh «»t a l ,5 l960: Van Bladel and Loudelout, 1967; and 
Maes and Cr«aers,1975). Thermodynsmic treatment has extensively 
been attempted for varloas cation pa i r s (Khan and Khan, 1995; 
Slnghal and Gupta,I977) and p e s t i c i d e adsorption (Khan and 
Ban3al,1980; Sln^hal et a l , ,1978; Biggar and Cheung,1973) and 
parameters l i k e thermodynamic equilibrium constant , free energy, 
enthalpy and entropy changes were evaluated. 
Thermodynamic study of p e s t i c i d e adsorption have been 
studied to understand the mechanism of t h e i r i n t e r ac t ion with 
s o i l c o l l o i d s , Adhlkarl ct a l . (198^) with the help of thermo-
dynamic parameter suggested tha t the adsorption of methyl parathlon 
over s o i l involves Van der Vaal*s foi-ce or hydrogen boiuling while 
in another thermofiynamic study, Moreale and Van Bladpl (1979) 
suggested tl^at dlffuslor* proce^fces of p-chloroeni l ine within H 
porous adsorbent llK-p so i l organic mat ter (Solgnles s o i l ) p)ay a 
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leading part In overa l l energetics of the adsorption process . 
I t i s considered that the free energy change (AG) i s 
t he measure of driving force of the process . I t always proceeds 
in the d i rec t ion which accompanied a decrease in free energy. 
The free energy change of a react ion can he defined as the 
difference of energies possessed hy the product (S) and 
r^actant (S) at constant temperature and p ressure . I f A G = 0, 
the re t s no p r e f e r e n t i a l d i rec t ion for the react ion t o occur. 
The reaction can proceed In e i the r fon/ard di rec t ion ( i f A G lb 
less rhan unity i . e . negat ive) or backward di rec t ion (AG i s 
p o s i t i v e ) . Thus, free enorgy change provides a basis by which, 
the d i rec t ion of a react ion can be p red ic ted . The ttandni-d fme 
energy change of a process may be evaluated from the equtitlon 
AG* « - RT In K 
where R = Gas constant , T = Absolute temperature and K «= thermo-
dynamic eouilibriam cons tant . 
Knthalpy change (AH) of a react ion i s defined as the 
amount of heat evolved or adsorbed when a number of reactant 
raoleculps havo coaipletely reacted. The negative and p o s i t i v e 
values of enthalpy change (All) ind ica te the reaction co be 
exothermic and endotherroic respec t ive ly . I t i s also a measure 
of the r e l a t i v e binding s t rength of ions or molecules on the 
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Burfacns of s o i l c o l l o i d s , Amcng various wethods of entlinlpy 
dptermlnations, Ven*t Roff Isochore I s common which I s given by: 
x„,X • - ¥ ( f7 -^ ) 
where a l l t he quan t i t i e s have t h e i r usual memilngs. 
Entropy (AS) of a system ind ica te the degree of i t s 
d isorder or randomness. The entropy change can be calculated by-
A G « A H - T Z i S 
A o ' ^H ~ A G 
o r A S w -————— 
T 
The processes with pos i t i ve entropy change (-fAs) are said to 
have tendency t o a t t a i n equil ibrium. In such cases , the syst«n 
becomes more and more disordered as entropy change increases 
with temperature. Vhlle negative change Indica tes lower random-
ness of motion, an Increase s t a b i l i t y or r i g i d i t y of the system 
with loss in degree of freedo»a of the reactants in the product 
formed as a r e s u l t of reactions l i k e f ixa t ion , adsorpt ion, 
ImmoblllzPtlon e t c . Thus, t h e knowledge of various thermodynamic 
functlcms l i k e AG, AH and AS i s of immense u t i l i t y in 
understandtn;^ the reaction mechanism of organic and inorganic 
substances with s o i l s and c l ays . 
SOIL PKSTICTDE TNT FRACTIONS 
Once t h e p e s t i c i d e e n t e r s t h e s o i l environment . I t s 
e f f e c t i v e n e s s depends upon subsequent i n t e r a c t i o n s t h a t occur 
In s o i l s . The importance of a d s o r p t i o n , d e g r a d a t i o n , movement 
and v o l a t i l i z a t i o n wi th r e s p e c t t o s o i l p e s t i c i d e i n t e r a c t i o n s , 
have been repor t ed by Bai ley and White (1970) , Dlx (1981) and 
Brady (197'«), The adsorp t ion of p e s t i c i d e i s one of t h e aos t 
iTiportant p rocess which d i r e c t l y o r i n d i r e c t l y govemo t h e o t h e r 
p rocesses of t h e s o i l p e s t i c i d e I n t e r a c t i o n s (Sul iuan et a l , , 
1972; Ham^ar and Gor ing ,1976) , Numerous s tudy have been made 
t o c h a r a c t e r i z e t h e p e s t i c i d e " adso rp t ion over s o i l c o l l o i d s 
p a r t l c u l ^ i r l y c l ay mine ra l s and s o i l organic m a t t e r (Y3ro.i,197P<5 
Slnghal and S ingh ,1978; Nar ine and Guy,1982), The exten;; of 
adsorp t ion of a n a r t i c i i l a r p e s t i c i d e on to t h e a c t i v e su r faces 
of t h e s o i l i s a f f e c t e d by v a r i o u s s o i l p a r a n e t e r s vi?: . orgarttc 
m a t t e r c o n t e n t , t y p e and content of c l a y , exchange c a p a c i t y and 
a c i d i t y (Adaigs,1973; Bai ley nnd White,1970) and by p h y s i c a l and 
chemical param«jtr»r3 of adsorbed p e s t i c i d e s such as w a t e r 
s o l u b i l i t y , molecu la r s i z e , and t h e n a t u r e of func t iona l 
group e t c , 
Ba i l ey atid White (196^) d i scussed t h e impor tance of 
v a r i o u s s o i l c o l l o i d s in s o i l p e s t i c i d e i n t e r a c t i o n s and concluded 
t h a t t h e o rgan ic m a t t e r has a h igh adsorp t ion c a p a c i t y t o ad iorb 
p e s t i c i d e s . I t i s due t o the p r e sence of va r ious func t iona l 
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groups In s o i l organic matter vhlch may Mn?. t he oes t l c lde 
iBoleculf>»s, Various mechanisms have been postula ted for binding 
of pes t ic ides which includes} Hydrogen bonding, cat ion exchange, 
Vander Vaal 's fo rces , and co-ordinat ion through an attached 
c a t i o n s . Maqueda et a l , (1983) studying the In te rac t ions of 
chlordlmeform v l t h HA reported t h a t the main mechanism which 
governs the i n t e r ac t ion of p e s t i c i d e , I s cation exchange* They 
obser^'pd t h a t t he carboxyllc and phenolic hydroxyi groups of the 
organic matter ere t he most important exchange s i t e s In soi l 
organic mat ter . 
Again, e lucidat ing of binding mfechaalsji3 between huralc 
material anci ca t lon ic psst lc lcles , different a^proacher. his alro 
been t r i e d . For es&»aple, model adsorbents l ike charcoal enc! 
Ion exchange resfns have been used by Khan (I97^if 1973); Bums 
et a l . ( i973a,b) ; Tiuma andKayes (197''); Best et a l , (1972) e t c , 
Hovever, the r e su l t of these s tud ies could not be applicable to 
r.oil organic mat ter ts i t Is not a homogeneous system. On the 
othisr hard, the use of well defined fract ions of humlc 
substances l i k e humlc acid, fulvic acid and humln, i s b e t t e r 
approach in t h i s regard. Unfortunately, most of the studies of 
the pes t i c ide adsorption has been confined t o humlc acid fract ions 
(Nearpass,iq76) and the ro le of other f ract ions remains largely 
unexplored. 
iJ 
'?'he c loy-p«s t tc tde In te rac t ion has extensively been 
studied In recent yeors . I t I s observed tha t t h i s In terac t ion 
Is Influenced by the type of clay minerals e .g . a higher 
adsorption of p e s t i c i d e molecules could be observed by montmorl-
l l o n l t e and vermlcul l te clays as they have high cat ion exchange 
capacity and l a r g e r surface a rea . On the o ther hand, k a o l l n l t e , 
i n i t e and other clays adsorb these chemicals to a l e s se r extent . 
The sequence of pes t i c ide adsorption over various clays have 
been reported (Chopra et a l . , l 9 8 0 ) for slmazlne; Indian bento!ilte> 
beno t in l t e (USA) > pyrophyl l l te > l l l l l t e > k a o l l n l t e ; 
raonttnorlllonlle J> pyrcphyl l l t c > i l l l t e > k a o l l n l t e or anechlor; 
:3ontrjorlllorite)> benctonl te (Na) > t l l l t e ^ k a o l l n l t e > 
fuller*Si earth ]> hector iol hector > pyrophyl l l te for Isolan, and 
bentonl te )> f u l l e r ' s eci*t{'. ^ Lao l lu i t e for cllutethoate e t c . 
Kaushalya et a l , (1982) observed t h a t t he adsorption of 
terbutryne on montraorlllonlte conforned well with both Freundlich 
as well as Langumlr adsorption Isotherms, Using thermodynamic 
approach, they concluded tha t t he protonatlon of pes t lc ldp 
molecule and subsequent coordination with metal ions of the clay 
could be a poss ib le mechanism for the adsorpt ion. Weber (1970) 
for t r l a z l n e s , Khan and Bansal (1980) for oxamyl; Bansal (1982) 
for oxemyl and dimecron observed t h a t the maximuta adsorption 
occur in the v i c i n i t y of pKa of the p e s t i c i d e . no^<'*?ver, i t 1? 
not t i u c for a l l the pes t ic ides (Aharonsoi ant Xafkaf1,1975). 
ThestuOy of the i n t e r ac t i on of ca t lon lc pe^iticides ••jith c\ay 
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m i n e r a l s and s o i l c l ays shoved - h a t wn<ise p^a^-icides were 
sx rong ly and i r r e v e r s i b l y adsorbed through a c a t i o n exchange 
r e a c t i o n s . P e s t i c i d e adsorp t ion i n t o i n t e r l a y e r spaces of c l ay 
minera l s has a l s o been r epor t ed and sugges ted t h a t t h e p e s t i c i d e s 
form s t a b l e I n t e r l a y e r complexes (Sanchez Canazono and Sanchez 
M a r t i n , 1 9 8 0 ) . 
Besides t h e adsorp t ion phenomenon l e a c h i n g , v o l a t i l i z a t i o n , 
c^r•mlcal and b i o l o g i c a l degrada t ion r e a c t i o n s aay a l s o t a k e p l a c e 
v l t h l n o r on t h e s o i l s u r f a c e s . P e s t i c i d e s vary i n t h e i r l each ing 
and v o l a t i l i t y c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . Some p e s t i c i d e s a r e h igh ly 
v o l a t i l e and hence s u s c e p t i b l e to atmospheric l o s s . For exanple , 
a feu h e r b i c i d e s (EPTA, CDEA, t r i f l u r a l i n ) , f ung ic ides (i»ONP) 
and i n s e c t i c i d e s (DTir; d i t l d r i n e t c , ) have J i g n l f i c a n t l y ulgh 
vapour p r e s s u r e which accounts t o p e n e t r a t e s o i l porea t o con tac t 
t n r g e t o rganisms . 
TRACE Wa'AL lyTERACTIOKS IX s o i l . 
Most of t h e t r a c e metal s o i l i n t e r a c t i o n s t ud i ed have 
been confined t o dea l wltti the a d a o r p t i o n , Reso rp t i on , p r e c i p i t a -
t i o n and l each ing p r o c e s s e s . I t has been obseiTed t h a t t h e t r a c e 
m«t"'tal3 Pr-* l o s t fr:»»B s o i l s o l u t i o n through a d s o r p t i o n o r p r e c i p i -
t a t i o n . Cat ion exchange -tad s p e c i f i c adso)t"ption a i c t h e main 
sources of t r a c e meta l s l o s s by adsorp t ion p r o c e s s . In s p e c i f i c 
adnoro t lon , t h e c a t i o n s p e c i e s a r e adsorbed in excess o l t he 
s u r f a c e charge a t h igh bonding s t r e n g t h . These s i t e s nay be 
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located or. crgr.nlc fiid tnorgai?lc. compounds mangcncFe, almnintuiB, 
Iron oxidor., broken edges of clay min t r a l s , and s o i l organic 
mat te r . Various t r a c e metals have been reported to ho spec i f i -
c a l l y adsorbed over these sur faces , for example, Cu andNl on 
s o i l organic mat ter (Schnltacr and Khan,1972) and Cu on oxides 
of i r on , aluminium and manganese (Forbes et a l« , l976 ; Klnnlturg 
ct a l , , l 976)} Cd on freshly p rec ip i t a t ed Fe and Al gel (Klnnlburg 
ex a l , , l 9 7 7 ) . Cation exchange react ions are ol* p rac t i ca l and 
t h e o r e t i c a l importance as i t can a l t e r the a v a i l a b i l i t y of several 
mlcronutrlents (Ol8en,l972). 
Root et a l , (1975) observed that Cd apnllcal lui : t o so i l 
increased the Zn concentration in comfihoot. In anotaer study, 
Schroedcr et a l . (1967) showp'l tha t un increania;^ level of 
avai lable Zn in so i l tend'^ t o reduce Cd uptake by p l a n t s , A 
negative associat ion betiveen Cd r a t e and N, Fe, Mn and Zn 
concentrat ion lu com shoot have 'oc&a reported by Iwai ct a l , 
(1975). 
MOBTLiry or y.jASs MCTALS IN SOILS 
The movement of chwnlcal substance in s o i l may Influence 
both i t s effectiveness and po ten t i a l as a contaminant in adjacent 
s o i l , water , o r a i r . The sujs tance cioves predominantly in 
ve r t i ca l d i rec t ion in the zone of aerat ion above the water vabie 
(Jordon et a i . , 1 9 7 0 ) . The ciieiHical substance in s o l i ;aey 
u 
t r an s loca t e dup to two gppcral orocw^'^a nanely, mass t r a n s f e r 
and d i f fus ion . Any moveracnt to a considerable dis tance i s said 
to be occurred by mass t r a n s f e r i . e . flow o r convection. I t Is 
caused by water percola t ing downward o r absorption upward through 
s o l i pores , Furtherwore, t he s o i l s have pores of various s i z e s , 
the re fore , the mobili ty of a p a r t i c u l a r substance In s o i l s varies 
with p a r t i c l e s i z e . The movement through diffusion may be 
d^sr-j-lh^d ^^ y FicV*?' Taw 
J « . I? 2 J I ana - ^ . D / i 3L \ 
I t shows that the r a t e of f«ov<?ment (J) of a cheraioal 
substance over a distance of x a t time t Is d i r ec t l y proport ional 
to I t s diffusion coefficient» P and concentrat ion, C, Thf 
diffusion roeff tc^ent , D determines whether the chemical diffuse 
throufi^h a i r or water . According to Goring (1967), the chefi'Jc'ls 
with w a t e r / a i r r a t ios unt.f-r 1 x ID diffuse pri?.:prily throuj^h a i r 
while those with xhelr r a t i o s higher than t h i s diffuse through 
water. 
I n t e r a c t ! )as wlHi the co i l i t s e l f 1s a hi T'^ I-"^  5?iiVii1'l'^  ont 
ffictc.rs which re tards the movejifnt of chc.'ilcals iii s o i l , Y-r! ^us 
c tb f r factorr vhlf'j affects tb*^ -.loTuHty ^lavi' hpsn re;,orted by 
Bailey and Vhlte (196^) and others (Mhodes et al,,197At; SchrpJTjer 
et e l , , 1971), Some important parameters influoncing tbe n'ovtvient 
of chemical substances Includps t h e i r absoi'ptlur., for.nulaxl^n and 
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t h e i r so lub i l i t y in water, J'IJH? r t i te , aiiuber ox v^ttii ig events, 
l a t e of t h e i r application and degraCntion e t c , Sontt^  otlior 
factors l i k e nature of clicmical substance and so i l co l l o id s , 
so i l pH, excliangcabl e cations and auiuns e t c , liav'e also been 
reported (Xhan et a l , , i 9 8 2 ; Khan et al. ,19335 Grover,1973} 
SlngLcl et a l , , t 9 7 7 ) to affect tlK? t r ans loca t ion process in o o l l . 
To evaluate the movement of chwaical species in s o i l , 
various metuods nave been t r i e d wblch way be claasti ' if 'u as 
(a) / i e l d exnorinienib, aaO (b) laboratory s t u d i e s . The l«asic 
differences between tiie tvo , it? tliafc fit-Id c.i:r)ori':c.it& i\re 
subjected to the t o t a l envlrojweut wUilc labo*'<iiOi.',v Gladies seek 
to ieolf. te the inobilltv froa effects ol various ffiotors l i k e 
microbial deferadatlon, p lcut ui^lrTce, varlatio^i In niolstnre and 
teinnerature e t c , 
(*) Fi eld obs crvation 
The mobil i ty of chensical substance in f i e ld s o i l s IK 
determined by analysing: t he s o i l t o r that p a r t i o a l n r J5u^ i^ :t ."ncf 
at various depths a f t e r a regular in te rva l of tlnje. In snch 
a method of s tudy, s o i l sampling i s an loeportant process vhlch 
may be choosen according to i t s natural condi t ions . By analyylni^ 
several s o i l s , one can recognize the anaaiolous beh&vlour. For 
example, deep aioveB*ent scay be a resu l t of phyalcf-i ciansporl of 
surface a o i i in to t'ue burrows or Hecp i'rac!;'3 ioxv.eu by thr-
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prca^nco of svol l int ' clayt=-- l a r./)il, Ht"'?vcr, short tlrrc mobil i ty 
observations nre loss svccept lb l o for th«» e r r o r . 
Another type of f i e ld observnlioiis of n o M l i t y I s a 
lys imetr lc s tudy. The use of lysimeter permits the p rec i se 
monitoring of v a t e r and chemical movement in a large mass of s o i l 
maintained outdoors . Various workers (Bourgeois and Lavtcuzlck, 
1972; Shllova an*! Korovfelne, 196f») h^ve used t h i s device for 
studylnf the ROhillty of various suhstances, 
Cb) Labor ' to xY ntul l os; 
(1) Soi l coluana 
Most of the leaching s tudies in lahoratorj^ have utlll?:ed 
the v e r t i c a l columns contalnint, so l i sampler; an<! applying subs-
tances to these cclujons. The vo te r percolPtee through column In 
downward or upward a i rec t ioa and the Mobility of chetiilcal suhs-
tat.ces 1 J laeasurad cy analy/ in^ tl'-er! ,it jllf fercr;t 'r(>igW'i of the 
column. Various co:'ventloiial coluiriris l.ave been utjcci by various 
workers. For example, aluminium rings (IIarri3,1967)» sectioned 
monel metal pipes (Upcharch ftiiil J»ler(;e,i917), stovo pipe sect ions 
(Rodgers,1966), ^talced tira* can* (Sheets,1958), perforated tef lon 
(Kay and F Iricte,Iv6V), ri.c>.anfet-li4r piai . t ic papt'x' (l^orot*iti',i968) 
e t c , 
Tb e chenitc.'il sub^st-nc/^ i s analjf/ed lu varlouft acolli»{f> 
of t h e colunn, r i r e e t an.'ily;5iu oT column efriuciit (Dsvl^oo''. and 
Santelnann, 1968; Rodger8,1968) has "been carr ied out f o r h igh ly 
mohile subs tances . 
( l i ) S o i l Thin Layer Chromatography 
Thin l ayer chromatography i s an Inexpensive , s e n s i t i v e , 
s e l e c t i v e and rapid t o o l of a n a l y t i c a l chemistry used f o r 
separation and i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of organic and inorganic compounds 
(Ludwlck et a l , , 1 9 7 7 ; Pribyl et a l . , 1 9 7 7 ) . In I968, Hel l ing and 
Turner, f i r s t introduced t h i s technique as an a l t ernate method 
to study the movement o f p e s t i c i d e s and c a l l e d i t as ' S o i l thin 
layer chromatography' (So i l TLC). I t i s analogous to conventional 
TLC with s u b s t i t u t i o n o f s o i l as the adsorbent phase. Later , 
t h i s technique was s u c c e s s f u l l y applied to study the movement of 
various p e s t i c i d e s (Rhodes et a l . , 1 9 7 0 ; H e l l i n g , 1 9 1 7 a , h , c ) ; 
organlcs (Slnghal and B a n s a l , l 9 7 8 ) ; and t r a c e metals (Singhal 
et a l . , 1 9 7 7 ) . 
The preparation of s o i l TLC p la te s i s carried out by 
spreading a uniform th in l ayer of aqueous s o i l s lurry with the 
help of an app l i ca tor . I t i s then allowed t o stand overnight for 
drying in v e r t i c a l pos i t i on (Brenner et a l , , 1 9 6 l ) . The th ickness 
of t h e layer on s o i l TLC p l a t e s in the range of 0.15 t o 2.0 mm 
i s important with respect t o R. for d lagonast ic or q u a l i t a t i v e 
work ( H e l l i n g , 1 9 7 1 ) . 
The amount of substance applied depends upon the layer 
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thickness and the v i s u a l i z a t i o n method which are Inversely 
proportional t o each o t h e r . The substance to be studied i s 
normally applied by touching the t i p of a f i l l e d c a p i l l a r y , 
mlcroplpette or microburette to the adsorbent l a y e r . The sample 
i s placed or spot ted about 3 cm above the bottom end of the p l a t e 
so that the so lvent l e v e l w i l l be at l e a s t one centimeter below 
the centre o f the s p o t . The diameter of t h e spot should not 
exceed 0 ,5 cm and should be as small as p o s s i b l e . These p la t e s 
were then developed In developing so lu t ion (usual ly water) , 
a i r dried, and the chemical substance Is detec ted by some s u i t a b l e 
methods. The mobi l i ty i s then estimated as R. values which i s 
the ra t io of the d is tance t r a v e l l e d by the substance to that of 
solvent ( H e l l i n g , 1 9 7 1 ) , The substance d e t e c t i o n on the developed 
p l a t e Is an Important s tep of t h i s technique and must be made 
very c l e a r as I t character izes the adsorption behaviour of that 
substance and adsorption capac i ty of the s o i l . 
THE PROBLEM 
P e s t i c i d e s , sewage and i n d u s t r i a l waste appl icat ion to 
s o i l are f inding an increas ing use in modem agr icu l tura l 
p r a c t i c e s . They are ,whi le b e n e f i c i a l i n severa l ways, posing 
some undesirable e f f e c t s on our f l ora and fauna due to the 
accumulation of p e s t i c i d e s and heavy meta l s . In India , various 
food plants have been studied t o analyze the presence of 
p e s t i c i d e s and heavy meta l s . 
Pest ic ide residues In s o i l may originate from accidental 
or incidental conteonlnatlon, as from spoilage, from pesticides 
In adhering part ic les of treated s o i l , "by vo la t i l i za t ion of 
pesticides from treated s o i l or from dusts or sprays drifted by 
vlnd. Ifhlle sewage sludge and Industrial wastes and many other 
processes l ike atmospheric fa l l ou t , auto exhaust, f e r t i l i z e r 
Impurities, have produced the heavy metal contamination of s o i l 
and plants. 
Adsorption of pest ic ides and trace metals In s o i l provide 
an useful Information regarding their fate In s o i l environment. 
In the last few years, a number of studies has been made on the 
interaction of these chemicals with s o i l col lo ids to characterize 
the behaviour of these substances In s o i l . However, there are 
many areas l i k e mechanism of adsorption, desorptlon, degradation, 
persistence, chelation and translocation under specif ic s o i l and 
environmental conditions about which the available Information 
Is inadequate. 
Due to the great Importance attached with the trace metals 
and pest ic ides , It was considered worthwhile to conduct Investiga-
tions along with the following l ines which const i tute the subject 
matter of this thes is ent i t l ed , **Adsorptlon of pest ic ides and 
trace metals and the ir interactions with s o i l s and crops". 
1. The Influence of Bavlstln and Calixln on COg-evolution and 
the major nutrients status (NPK) of the s o i l . 
l a 
2. Studies on the adsorption of Methyl,2~Benzlmldazole 
Carljamate (MBC) on s o i l s . 
3 . The mobility of some piant-nutrients through s o i l as affected 
by s o i l pH and organic acids . 
2+ 
4. Studies on the adsorption of Ph on the Black cotton and 
Red so i l s of India. 
5. Influence of Bavlstln and Callxln on the grovth and nutrient 
concentration of Masoor (Lens cul lnarls L. Medic), Gram 
(Clcer arletlnun L.) and Mustard (Bras s i c a Juncea) plants. 
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C H A P T E R - I 
THE INFLUENCE OF BAVISTIN AND CALIXIN ON CO2-EVOLUTION AND 
THE MAJOR NUTRIENTS STATUS (NPK) OF THE SOIL 
INTRODUCTION 
Bavl s t in (Methyl-2-Benzimidazole Carbamate) and Cal lxin 
(N-trldecyl-2,6-dliBethylmorphollne) are broad spectrum systemic 
fungicides used in agr icu l tura l Industry to control certain 
fungal d i seases (Muller,1973» Mundy and Overs,197^)• However, 
t h e i r e f f e c t i v e n e s s l arge ly depends upon severa l factors such as 
pH of the medium, appl icat ion period and concentration e t c . 
(Solov»eve et a l . , 1 9 7 7 ; Slnha et a l . , l 9 8 0 ) . Besides the fungi -
c ida l a c t i o n , other commonly determined parameters in r e l a t i o n 
t o the e f f e c t s of fungicide treatments include nutr ient 
a v a i l a b i l i t y and s o i l r e s p i r a t i o n . 
P e s t i c i d e s can cause s i g n i f i c a n t increase in s o i l 
nutr ients (Aldrich and Martin,1952; Martin et a l . , i 9 5 3 j Martin, 
1972 and Bessemer,1972), and both s t imulat ion and retardation of 
plant growth have been observed, following the use of p e s t i c i d e s 
(Martin et a l , , l 9 5 3 ; Cole et a l , , l 9 6 8 ; Wu et a l , , l 9 7 0 ; Edmunds, 
1971; Slnghal and Singh,197^; Reyes ,1975) . S o i l resp irat ion 
g ives a reasonable ind ica t ion of the response of the microbial 
population t o t h e fungicide treatment and can be estimated 
p -t 
conveniently through COg-evolution (Grossbard and Davles,1976). 
However, the role of these fungicides on the s o i l respiration 
and nutrient ava i lab i l i ty i s somewhat lacking in the l i t erature . 
The aim of the present work was to study the influence of Bavlstin 
and Calixln on the C02-evolutlon and the NPK-status of the so i l 
with a view to assess the s o i l f e r t i l i t y and plant nutrit ion. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The soil used in these investigations was an illltlc fine 
sandy loam (depth, 0-25 cm) collected from the cultivated lands 
of Aligarh district. The physico~ch«nical properties were made 
on the following linps: 
DETERMINATION OF MECHANICAL COMPOSITION OF SOIL 
The mechanical composition of the soil sample was 
determined by International pipette method (Piper,1950) in which 
10 g of the soil sample, previously passed through a 7 mesh (B.S.S.) 
sieve were dispersed in water after treatment with 30% HgOg and 
0.2N HCl using 50 ml sodium oxalate (8 g/lltre) as dispersing 
agent. The percentage of coarse, medium and fine sand were 
calculated from the weight of the residues left behind on 25, 72 
and 200 mesh (B.S.S.) sieves. The suspension was diluted to 500 ml 
and transferred to a graduated boiling tube which was immersed in 
a constant temperature water bath at 25 ^  1 C throughout the course 
of pipetting. A 10 ml sample was pipetted out carefully at 
II fV 
specified intervals of time from a depth of 10 cm, dried and 
weighed* The percentage of medium silt, fine silt and clay were 
then calculated from the weights of residues. The percentage of 
coarse silt was calculated hy substracting the sum of the percen-
tages of all the fractions given above from hundred. The results 
obtained werej Sand 53»'i%t Silt 30.15^ and Clay 2.95^. 
DETERMINATION OF pH 
The pH of the soil was recorded with Elico pll meter model 
Ll-10 with glass and saturated calomel electrodes ass«ably, A 
1:2.5 soil : water ratio suspension was used for measuring the plT 
of the soil. The pH of soil was found to be 8.7. 
DETERMINATION OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY 
The electrical conductivity of the soil was measured with 
Philips conductivity bridge and dip type cell at 30 ^  1*C, A 
it25 soil { water ratio was used for the measurement. The 
electrical conductivity of soil was found to be 3.^ 6 x 10 Sm"^, 
DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC MATTER 
The soil organic matter of the soil was made by using 
Walkley and Black's method (19^7). 
Reagents requiredt N Potassium dichromate, concentrate sulphuric 
acid, 85?t phosphorus acid, 1% dlphenylamlne indicator in ethanol, 
N/2 ferrous ammonium sulphate. 
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Procedure: A 2 g of soil was taken In 500 nil conical flask, 
10 ml of N potassluTD dichromate solution and 20 ml of concentrated 
sulphuric acid were added. The flask was shaken vigorously 
several times and allowed to stand for 30 minutes and thereafter 
200 ml of distilled water, 10 ml of phosphorus acid and 1 ml of 
dlphenylamlne indicator were added to It. The excess of unreacted 
potassium dichromate was titrated against standard N/2 ferrous 
ammonium sulphate solution till the violet colour dhiange to purple 
and finally to green. Reagents hlank determination was also 
carried out in the same way. From the volume of dichromate 
solution used for oxidation, organic carhon was calculated by 
using the expression: 
organic carbon = <"'"" "cllt' o f d ^ a^irL'."'""^ "" " (In g) weight of dry soil in g 
where M was the concentration of ferrous ammonium sulphate. The 
value of organic carhon was converted to organic matter by 
multiplying with the factor 1.72^. The organic matter was found 
to be 0.52%. 
DETERMINATION OF CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY 
Cation exchange capacity was determined by the Jackson*s 
method (1958). 
Reagents required: 0.05N hydrochloric acid, IN sodium acetate 
fi'l 
(pH 5), IN calcium chloride solution, EDTA solution, i% solution 
of erlochrome black 'T' in ethanol, buffer pH 10, 2% sodium cyanide 
solution. 
Procedure: A 5 g of the sample of the dried soil vas taken. The 
soluble salts and other impurities were washed out by treating the 
soil with 0.05N HCl acid and finally with distilled water. It was 
further treated with IN sodium acetate of pR 5*0 for 30 minutes 
with intermittent stirring in a 100 ml conical flask. This 
acidified sample was given five washings with IN standard calcium 
chloride solution. The excess salt was removed by washing with 
80^ acetone solution until the excess CaCl2 is removed, as 
indicated by a negative AgNO* test for chloride ion in the last 
washings. Finally calcium was exchanged from Ca-soil by means of 
five washings with a neutral IN sodium acetate solution. The 
washings were collected and utilized in the determination of 
2* 
exchanged Ca by titrating it with a standard solution of EDTA, 
using 10 ml of the NH^ Cl-NHj^ OH buffer of pH 10 and erlochrome 
black *!* indicator with 1 ml of 2 percent NaCN solution as 
masking agent. A reagent blank was also run simultaneously to 
avoid any error due to impurities. The blank readings were 
substracted from the readings of calcium determination. Prom the 
volume of the EDTA used, the values of cation exchange capacity 
was calculated using the following expressions 
Exchange capacity in meq.per 100 g soil - height If^the^'soll in g » 
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where V la the volume of EDTA, N is the nonaality of EDTA solution 
used. The cation exchange capacity was found to be 9.8 meq/lOO g, 
PREPARATION OF SOIL SAMPLES 
The soil samples were air dried, crushed and sieved 
through k Ban sieve (B.S.S.). The soil samples were treated with 
the aqueous solution of Bavistin (o, 5, 10 and 20 mg litre ) and 
Callxin (O, 1,5, 3«0 and 12 rag litre" ) which were mixed thoroughly 
to ensure their homogeneous distribution in soil. 
DETERMINATION OF C02'EV0LUTI0N 
The evolution of CO2 is positively correlated with 
microbial activity of the soil i.e. higher the evolution of CO2 
means higher the activity of soil microorganisms. 
The C02-evolution was determined as per method given by 
Chakraborthy & Sen (1967). 
Reagents 
Stantlard solutions of O.IN NaOH & HCl, saturated BaCl2 
solution and phenophthallen Indicator. 
Procedure 
For the estimation of COg-evolution, samples (lOO g) of each 
treated s o i l were placed in several conlcol flasks ( l l i t r e ) in 
three repl icat ions , and d i s t i l l e d water added to maintain the 
60 percent water holding capacity throughout the experiment. 
The C02-®volved was collected in a 10 ml of O.lN NaOH solution 
placed in a tuhe inside the flask which was sealed to prevent 
the escape of gases. The test tubes containing NaOH solution 
was periodically taken out, treated with 1 ml of saturated 
solution of Barium chloride to remove COJ" as BaCO, and the 
amount of CO^ was then estimated by titrating it with standard 
solution of NaOH (0«1N) using phenolphthalein indicator. The 
amount of NaOH taken In the tube minus the amount of NaOH left 
after absorption of CO2. The results are g;iven in Tables-ll 
and III. 
In another set of experiments, treated soils (l kg) was 
taken in each of the earthemyare pots (l5 x 15 cm). The pots 
were pre-coated internally with coaltar to prevent the water 
absorption. The soil in each of the three replications was 
wetted with distilled water to 60 percent water holding capacity. 
The pots were then kept at 30 i: 3 C and the moisture content of 
the soil maintained by adding requisite amount of distilled water 
as and when necessary. The treated samples were periodically 
drawn by a soil sampler per weak and analysed for exchangeable 
ammonium-, nitrate- and nltrlte-N, available phosphorus and 
potassium. 
DETERMINATION OF EXCHANGEABLE AMMONIUM NITROGEN 
Exchangeable ammonium nitrogen was determined as per the 
method recommended by P«R«He8se (l97l). 
Rea.gent8 
(1) 2M potassium chloride solutloni 150 g potassium chloride 
vas dissolved In 800 ml distilled water and boiled with 10 g solid 
magnesium oxide for about 15 minutes until any atnmonia present 
was expelled. The solution was then cooled and filtered before 
making the final volume. 
(2) Magnesium oxides Heavy magnesium oxide was heated at 650 C 
for two hours In an electric muffle furnace and allowed to cool 
in a desiccator over solid KOH and stores In a tightly stoppered 
glass bottle. 
(3) Minted Indlcatori Mixed indicator solution A»ere prepared by 
dissolving 0.1 g bromocresol green and 0.07 g methyl red in 
100 ml of ethanol. 
(h) Boric acldt 20 g of analar boric acid was dissolved In 
900 ml of hot distilled water. 20 ml of mixed Indicator solution 
was added to it after cooling the solution. Then O.lM NaOH solution 
was added dropwlse until the colour changed to reddish purple. 
The solution was diluted to one litre. 
(5) M/70 Hydrochloric acldt The standard solution of HCl was 
diluted to give an exactly M/70 solution. 
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Procedure for determination of ea;changeable nitrogen 
5 g of each of the soil samples were taken In 100 ml glass 
stoppered conical flasks and 50 ml of 2M KCl added In each case. 
The flasks were then shaken for an hour and the contents extracted 
through Whatman filter pap^ r^ No. k2, 
10 ml of each of the KCl extracts of the soil were taken 
In distillation flasks. Also 5 ml samples of boric acid In 50 ml 
pyrex conical flasks were placed beneath the condenser. Then 
0.5 g of magnesium oxide was added through a long stemmed powder 
funnel Into the distillation flask. The flask was then stoppered 
and atamonia distilled Into the boric acid solution. About 30 ml 
of distillate was collected in each case and the distillate was 
then titrated with M/70 hydrochloric acid using a semi-micro 
burette graduated at 0.01 ml Intervals, until the green colour 
changed to pink. A blank titration was also carried out in the 
same way. From the volume of hydrochloric acid used up, exchange-
able ammonium nitrogen was calculated using the relation 1 ml of 
M/70 HCl " 0.2 mg of nitrogen. The results are recorded in 
Tables-IV, V and Fig. 3. 
DETERMINATION OF NITRITE • NITRATE NITROGEN 
Nitrite •*• nitrate nitrogen were determined as follows; 
Reagent SI The reagents were the same as described for the 
determination of exchangeable ammonium nitrogen. In addition 
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Povarda's rlloy, flnt»ly ground and passed through a 0.15 MM sieve, 
was also used. 
Proceduret After distillation of the ammonluia nitrogen as 
described In the determination of exchangeable amraonlunj nitrogen, 
the stopper of the flask was removed and 0.2 g of Devarda's alloy 
and 50 ml distilled water were added. The distillation flask was 
stoppered and aamionia distilled in a fresh portion of boric acid 
solution. About 30 ml of distillate was collected in each case 
and then titrated with M/70 hydrochloric acid. The values of 
nitrite and nitrate nltrofren were calculated in the same manner 
as described in the determination of exchangeable ammonium 
nitrogen. 
DETERx^gNATION OF NITRATE NITROGEN 
Nitrate nitrogen was also determined as per the method 
recommended by P.R.Hesse (1971)• 
Reagents! The reagents were the same as described for the 
determination of nitrite • nitrate nitrogen. In addition a 2% 
solution of sulphainic acid was needed. It was prepared from the 
freshly recryatalllzed reagent, stored in a refrigerator. 
ProcedureI The experimental procedure was partly the same as 
described In the determination of exchangeable ammonium nitrogen. 
After distillation of the ammonia nitrogen the stopper of the 
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distillation flask vas removed and one ml of a 2% aqueous solution 
of sulphamlc acid was added. The distillation flask was swirled 
for a few seconds to destroy the nitrite and then 0,2 g Devarda's 
alloy and 50 ml of distilled water were added. The distillation 
flask was stoppered and aramonla distilled In a fresh portion of 
horlc acid solution. About 30 ml distillate was collected In 
each case and titrated with M/70 hydrochloric acid. The values 
of nitrate nitrogen were calculated in same manner as described 
in the determination of exchangeable ammonium nitrogen. The 
results obtained are recorded in Tables-VI, VII and represented 
viflc Fig. k, 
DETERMINATION OF NITRITE NITROGEN 
Nitrite nitrogen was calculated by substracting the nitrate 
nitrogen from the nitrite •»• nitrate nitrogen. The results obtained 
are recorded In Tablos-VIII, Ix and represented vide Pig. 4, 
DETERMINATION OF AVAILABLE PHOSPHORUS 
Available phosphorus was determined as per Olsen's method 
(1954). 
Reagentst 0.5M sodium bicarbonate of pH 8.5, darco G 60 phosphorus 
free charcoal, ammonium molybdate hydrochloric acid solution (15 g 
ammonium molybdate plus 30 ml concentrate hydrochloric acid plus 
650 ml warm distilled water), stannous chloride solution (10 g 
SnCl2-2H20 in 25 ml concentrate hydrochloric acid, 0.5 ml of this 
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solution was diluted with 66 ml of distilled water) and phosphorus 
standards• 
ProcedureI 5 g of each of the soil samples were taken In 150 ml 
conical flasks and a teaspoon of carhon black was added In each 
case. The samples were then treated with 100 ml of extracting 
solution (0.5M NaHC03). Contents of the flasks were shaken for 
30 minutes on a mechanical shaker and then filtered through 
Vhatman filter paper No. 42. 
5 ml of the clear soil extracts were taken In 25 ml of 
measuring flasks and 5 '"1 of anmonlun! molybdate added. The 
neck of the flasks were washed with distilled water. After 
shaking l ml of stannous chloride was added and the volume made 
upto the mark. Blue colour then developed. A blank was prepared 
In the same way. The absorbance of the solutions were recorded 
with Bausch and Lomb spcctronlc •20' at a wavelength of G60 n^i 
using red filter. A phosphorus standard curve was prepared 
earlier as shown In Pig. 5« The results for available phosphorus 
content were then evaluated from the standard curve and are given 
In Tablea-X, XI and Fig. 6. 
DETERMINATION OF AVAILABLE POTASSIUM 
The available potassium was recorded with the help of 
Flamephotojneter. The results arc obtained with the help of 
standard curve earlier prepared (Fig. 5) and are -^ Iven In 
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Tables-XII, Mil and Fig. 6. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The experimental data obtained was subjected to statistical 
analysis of variance according to the method given by Panse & 
Sukhatme (1978). 
(A) The correction factor (C.F.) was obtained from the formula: 
(Grand total of the readings) 
Number of observations 
(B) Total sum squares (T«S«S.^ » Total of oil squares - C.F. 
(C) Sum of squares (S«S.) for days 
« Average of the squares of sum of the readings of the 
constituent during total number of days - C.F. 
(D) Sum of squares (S.S.) for doses 
« Average of the squares of sum of readings of the constituent 
during total number of doses - C.F. 
(E) Sum of squares (S.S.) for error 
a T.S.S. - S.S. for days - S.S, for doses. 
(F) f^ean square (M.S.) « S,S, :for days or dose^ 
where T).P. «= degree of freedom or number of observations - 1. 
(G) Leasfc significant difference (L.S.D.) 
T>«F. of the days or doses 
where t at 5% level of significance » 2.042. 
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(n) Variance ratio 
M.S. for days or doses 
M.S. for error 
The results of statistical analysis in the case of 
COg-evolution, exchangeable anmonium-, nitrate- and nitrite-
nitrogen, available phosphorus and potassium are given in 
Tables-II to XIII. 
REStXTS AND DISCUSSION 
C02-evolution wos found to vary with the incubation 
period, as well as with the fungicide treatments (Tahles-TI & III), 
The Bavistin and Cellxin applications (5 and 1.5 mg kg respec-
tively) significantly enhanced C02-evolution (Mlsnra et al,,i972). 
The microbial activity decreased significantly with the incubation 
period upto 21 days and then increased upto h2 days, followed by 
a further decrease in all cases. The increase in C02-evalution 
at the lower doses of Bavistin (5 rag kg ) or Calixiu (1.5 tag kg~^) 
may be regarded as a result of increased biological activity. At 
the higher dosages, the C02-evolution decreased, possibly due to 
toxic effects. The initial decrease in soil respiration (21 days) 
followed by a marked increase (up to 42 days) may be explained 
by chemical cnanges during microbial decotaposltion of the or^ a^nJc 
substrate. According to Gray and Williams (1.975)• the Initial 
phases of tnicrobltil decomposition of organic matter, lower the 
N-content to increase the C»N ratio in the substrate (to a maxiwum 
(days) 
TABLE~II 
EFFECT OF BAVISTIN ON THE EVOLUTION OF 
CARBON DIOXIDE (C0„) FROM SOIL 
Bavistln (mg kg soil) 
10 20 
7i 
Incubation COg-evolutlon (mg/lOO g s o i l ) 
p e r i o d 
0 
7 
14 
21 
28 
35 
42 
49 
56 
LSD 5?6 (doses ) 
LSD 5% (days) 
35 
33 
33 
32 
42 
44 
51 
48 
44 
a 5.60 
« 3.43 
48 
42 
42 
40 
45 
48 
56 
52 
45 
32 
28 
28 
27 
45 
48 
53 
49 
45 
30 
26 
25 
25 
36 
44 
50 
45 
44 
I J 
(days) 
TABLE-III 
EFFECT OF CALIXIN ON THE EVOLUTION OF 
CARBONDIOXIDE (CO2) FROM SOIL 
Incubation COg-evolutlon (mg/lOO g soil) 
period 
Calixin (mg kg soil) 
T 1 
1.5 3.0 12.0 
0 
7 
Ik 
21 
28 
35 
42 
k9 
56 
LSD 5% (doses) ' 
LSD 5^ (days) 1 
35 
33 
32 
32 
43 
k5 
51 
k8 
kk 
= 2.92 
• 1.92 
48 
39 
37 
35 
46 
48 
53 
50 
44 
39 
35 
33 
31 
40 
46 
54 
49 
43 
37 
32 
29 
26 
38 
44 
48 
45 
40 
76 
TABLE-IV 
EFFECT OF BAVISTIN ON AMMONIUM NITROGEN OF THE SOIL 
Incubation Ammonium nitrogen (mg kg" soil) 
period — — • 
^^^y^^ Bavistin (mg kg"^ soil) 
= J ; 5 
0 5 10 20 
0 
7 
14 
21 
28 
35 
k2 
49 
56 
LSD 5% (doses) 
LSD 5% (days) 
60 
64 
68 
76 
80 
62 
58 
50 
48 
« 9. 
- 5. 
00 
06 
80 
82 
84 
88 
100 
96 
90 
86 
84 
76 
78 
80 
84 
96 
92 
88 
84 
82 
50 
44 
48 
49 
52 
48 
47 
45 
44 
TABLE-V 
EFFECT OF CALIXIN ON AMMONIUM NITROGEN OF SOIL 
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Incubation 
period 
(days) 
-1 Ammonium nitrogen (rag kg soil) 
Calixin (rag kg soil) 
0.0 1.5 3.0 12.0 
0 
7 
1^ 
21 
28 
35 
k2 
k9 
56 
LSI) 5% (doses) « 
60 
6k 
69 
75 
81 
63 
57 
50 
^9 
« 19. 
LSD 5% (days) « 11. 
50 
9h 
70 
76 
82 
87 
130" 
120 
110 
108 
106 
70 
72 
7k 
79 
8k 
65 
60 
56 
32 
56 
58 
60 
70 
7k 
60 
5k 
52 
^8 
"•.^^—St-
..^^^^v^i-.^l-ij^^, 
TABLE-VI 
EFFECT OF BAVISTIN ON NITRATE NITROGEN OF THE SOIL 
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Incubation 
period 
(days) 
Nitrate nitrogen (mg kg soil) 
-1 Bavlstln (mg kg soil) 
0 10 20 
0 
7 
14 
21 
28 
35 
42 
49 
56 
41 
42 
46 
47 
49 
58 
67 
71 
73 
35 
39 
40 
42 
45 
48 
50 
52 
56 
33 
34 
35 
37 
39 
42 
47 
50 
51 
27 
29 
36 
38 
39 
40 
41 
44 
47 
LSD 59^  (doses) « 5.88 
LSD 5^ (days) « 2.23 
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I n c u b a t l 
p e r i o d 
( d a y s ) 
0 
7 
ik 
21 
28 
35 
42 
49 
56 
EFFECT 
on 
OF CALIXIN 
0 . 0 
4 1 
42 
46 
47 
4 9 
58 
67 
71 
73 
TABLE-VII 
ON NITa.VTE NITROGEN OF 
N i t r a t e n i t r o g e n 
Callxln 
t 
1.5 
40 
40 
4 1 
4 3 
45 
47 
50 
54 
60 
(rag 
(fflg 
k g " 
1 
k g - ' 
TliE SOIL 
s o i l ) 
^ s o i l ) 
3 .0 
33 
32 
35 
37 
39 
42 
47 
50 
51 
1 
12.0 
24 
24 
28 
33 
35 
38 
40 
42 
46 
LSD 5% (doses) a 5.30 
LSD 5% (days) =« 3.25 
80 
TABLE-VIII 
EFFECT OF BAVISTIN ON NITRITE NITROGEN OF THE SOIL 
Incubatloin Nitrite nitrogen (mg kg" soil) 
period 
^^^y^) Bavistin (mg kg"^ soil) 
J , -,— 
0 
7 
Ik 
21 
28 
35 
42 
49 
56 
LSD 5% (doses) 
LSD 5^ ' (days) 
0 
10 
14 
18 
24 
22 
16 
14 
12 
10 
» 3. 
« 2. 
65 
24 
5 
8 
8 
18 
20 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
10 
8 
3 
16 
18 
12 
10 
8 
6 
6 
20 
6 
7 
8 
12 
8 
6 
4 
2 
2 
81 
EFFECT 
1 
Incubation 
period 
(days) 
0 
7 
ih 
21 
28 
35 
k2 
^9 
56 
LST> 5% i doses) 
LSn 5% (days) 
OF CALIXIN 
m 
SI 
OK 
Nitri 
0.0 
10 
12 
16 
20 
18 
1^ 
12 
8 
6 
3.^ 7 
2.12 
f 
TABLE-IX 
[ NITRITE NITROGEN OF THE 
te nitrogen 
Calixiti (aig 
1 
1.5 
8 
8 
16 
18 
8 
6 
6 
k 
h 
(rag kg" sol] 
kg' 
1" ' 
"^  sell) 
1 
3.0 
k 
8 
10 
Ik 
12 
10 
8 
6 
k 
SOIL 
) 
12.0 
2 
2 
6 
10 
8 
7 
5 
ii 
2 
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TABLE~X 
EFFECT OF BAVISTIN ON AVAILABLE PHOSPHORUo OF THE SOIL 
Incubation Available phosphorus (tag kg' soil) 
period " • 
^^^y^y paviRtln (mg kg-1 soil) 
___ ^ _, 
0 5 10 20 
0 
7 
Ik 
21 
28 
35 
k2 
h9 
56 
22,5 
PS 
27 
30 
32 
35 
37 
hO 
35 
50 
32 
35 
37 
^0 
k3 
hi 
50 
46 
19 
25 
30 
35 
37 
40 
45 
47 
40 
17 
19 
22.5 
25 
27 
30 
55 
37 
30 
LSD 5% (doses) « 2.87 
LSD 5% (days) = 1.75 
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TABLE-XI 
EFFECT OF CALIXII^' OK AVAIL.\iil.E PliOSPIiORLS OF THE SOIL 
/ - 1 \ 
Incubation Available phosphorus (mg kg s o i l ) period 
^"^^^'-^ Callxln (m- kg"^ soil) 
0.0 1.5 3.0 12.0 
0 
7 
Ik 
21 
28 
35 
k2 
^9 
56 
22,5 
25 
27 
30 
32 
35 
37 
^0 
35 
<2<- . y 
27 
37 
47 
40 
45 
47 
50 
45 
19 
25 
3C 
35 
37 
4C 
45 
47 
40 
16.5 
17.0 
19 
19 
25 
30 
30 
30 
19 
LSD 5% (doses) = 6.31 
LSD 5^ ({Jnys) " 3.86 
81 
EFfECT 
Tnc'iljntlor: 
( i a y n ) 
0 
7 
1^ 
21 
?8 
35 
i t2 
*9 
56 
OF CALI 
f 
0 . 0 
87 
98 
103 
108 
115 
120 
125 
128 
120 
XTN ON 
A v a i l 
TABLE-XI11 
AV.'\ILABLF POTASSTlJ^f OF 
al*"? e po tns s i ; 
f jal ixtn (mfT, 
f " ' " " 
1.5 
87 
% 
111 
103 
112 
117 
119 
123 
110 
im 
kg 
1 
("3 kg 
"^ s o i l ) 
3 . 0 
85 
92 
100 
108 
107 
115 
l i s 
111 
105 
THE 
s o i l 
t 
SOIL 
) 
12.0 
62 
88 
97 
100 
103 
101 
107 
107 
100 
LSD 5^(aosf»f?) • 7 . 0 5 
LST> 555 (dnys^ » 4 . 3 2 
85 
EFl-KCr Of 
I n cull Bt i on 
( d a y s ) 
0 
7 
Ik 
21 
28 
35 
ii2 
49 
56 
LSI) 5^ (dosf ' s ) 
LSD D:^ (Uays) 
ijAVlSTiK 
TAELE- XII 
ON AVAILABLE 
A v a i l a l i l e p o t a s s i 
0 
87 
98 
103 
108 
115 
120 
125 
128 
119 
« 5 .52 
» 3-38 
i inv5p:t lr 
1 
r. 
87 
95 
10(> 
108 
112 
116 
121 
128 
113 
1 (tJlR 
POTASSIIM 
um (rug k g ' 
kg~^ s o i l 
f 
10 
71 
92 
99 
103 
109 
111 
117 
125 
107 
OF 
-1 
0 
niE 
s o i l ) 
1 ' 
SOIL 
20 
56 
76 
87 
95 
100 
10^ 
105 
105 
97 
i)- 0 (mg kq ' '^ 01 
< > 5 - 0 " 
^ 1 0 - 0 " 
& 2 0 - 0 
Baviei i I 
L 
1 
o 
£ 
< 
-*^  0-0(mgkg ^ 
o 1-5 5 o i l ) / 
W J • 0 " 
Cal ix in 
100 
t - | ( j .3 t f f e c t of bavi<uin n m > i i i ^ f 
un ammon ' i t i cp i t iu i , h, ^-LM it 
' J i f r e r e n t t i m e iiUfc. ' ' d ! ^ . 
66 0 
Days 
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time interval;,-
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Of 25:i), as a result of which microbial activity declines, and 
release of N restores the balanced CtN ratio in the organic 
substrate. Then microbial activity- again increases in the same 
manner• 
Fig* 3 shows that the amount of fungicide and the 
incubation period both influence the aimaoniflcation in soil, 
which was found to Increase at the lower doses and decrease at 
higher levels, as compared to control (Tables-IV & V). The order 
for Bavistln was 5 > 10 > 0 > 20 (mg kg" ) and for Calixiu 1.5 > 
3 ^  0 )> 12 (rag kg ). The results agree with observations of 
othpr workers (AudU8,1970; Parr,197^; Valnwright and Pugh,i973) 
who reported that most fungicides Inhibit the nitrifying bacteria 
(plate counts of these bacteria were not done), namely Nltrosomonas 
^^^ Nltrobacter. and lead to an increase of ammonifying bacteria 
(Gray and VI1 Hans, 1975)• Thus an accumulation of NH/j-N resulted 
at the lower dosage of fungicide treatment. A decrease in NH^-N 
at higher doses could be due to the toxic effect of these 
fungicides on soil microbes* Moreover, the decreased nitrification 
(Tables~VI to IX and Fig* 4) also supports the above view, since 
the NO2- and NO^-N decreased as compared with the control. In both 
eases* Thus, both fungicides behave as nitrification inhibitors, 
as suggested by others (Parr,1974; walnwright,1977). 
The ammonluH- and nltrite-N Increased upto 28 and 21 days 
of the incubation period respectively and then decreased whereas 
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the NOo*^ continued to Increase throughout the course of 
experiment* Release of Nitrogen from the organic substrate 
(as CtN ratio fell due to microhial activity) could have caused 
the NH^-, N02<- and NO^-N to increascy on the other hand, after 
28 and 21 days, the NHJ- and NOg-N were oxidized to NOr-N by 
NitroBomopas and Nitrobacter, as evidenced by the Increased 
COg-evolutlon (Tables-II & III) during this period* 
It is evident from Tables-Z, XI and Fig* 6 that the 
availability of phosphorus increased significantly with the lower 
doses of fungicide treatments and decreased at higher ones. The 
higher P availability with 5 and 1*5 mg leg* of applied Bavlstln 
and Calixin, respectively, and the lower P availability at higher 
dosages may have been due to increased laicrobial activity at the 
lower and toxicity at the higher dosages (Table-ll). During 
incubation period, the availability of P increased upto k9 days 
and decreased thereafter* This may be due to the two'-fold effects 
of microbial and chemical activities* Firstly, there is decompo-
sition of organic matter by ascoioycetes, actinomycetes and 
re-lntroducod fungus flora, mycorziilzal fungi and Bicillus 
iae.«;atheriuiB which brings about the release of available phosphorus 
and organic acids, which further decompose to give CO2 and HgS 
(Gray and Vllllams,1975)• Secondly, reaction of solid phase 
phosphate, e*g* calcium phosphate, with COg and HgS may have taken 
place as followst 
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Caj<l»04)2 • 6 CO2 • 6 HgO > 2 H^ POj^  • 3 Ca (HC0j)2 
Ca^CPO^Jg • 3 HgS • 6 O2 ^ 2 H P^Oj^  • 3 CaSO^ 
Thus, the two coablned effects may cause a gradual increase In 
phosphorus aTailabillty* Thereafter, a decrease in available 
phosphorus was possibly due to the bacterial/chemical reduction 
of this phosphorus to unavailable phosphlne (Singhal et al,,i979) 
m .,,•>> PH. 3'^2 -2 II2O' " 3 
-3 
(oxidation states) 
The effect of fungicidal treatments on availability of 
potassium Is given In Tables-XTI, XlII and Pig, 6). It shows 
that the K-availability at first decreased significantly with 
increasing dosage of Bavlstln and Calixln and then increased with 
passage of time upto 42 days, and thereafter slightly decreased. 
The mechanism by which this variation occurs is not entirely clear. 
A possible explanation for the negative Influence of fungicidal 
treatment may be the reduction in biological activity of soil 
fungi such as Aspergillus niger and certain bacteria e.g. Bacillus 
siliceus. However, further more specific work is needed to 
understand the mechanism. The increased K availability in untreated 
soil requires further research to elucidate the mechanism. 
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C H A P T E R - II 
STUDIES ON THE ADSORPTION OF METHIL. 2«BENZIMIDAZOLE 
CARBAMATE (MBC) ON SOILS 
lOTRODUCTlOK 
Methyl, 2-BenziBildazole Carbanate (MBC) la a broad 
spectrum systenlc fungicide used to control a variety of seed, 
8oll*4)orne and foliar diseases Including some post harvest 
diseases (Erwln,1973; Ram and Vlr,1984; Sandhu and 0111,1982). 
The adsorption phenomena of pesticides which provide 
useful Informations regarding their effectiveness In soils, 
have extensively been studied In recent years (Raman and 
Ranga Rao,1984; Raman and Rao,1984; Garg and Agnlhotrl,1984). 
However, only few studies have been reported on the adsorption 
of MBC on soils (Aharonson and Kafkafl,1975b) and clays 
(Aharonson and Kafkafl, 1975a and Khan and iChan,1986). The 
aim of the study reported here Is to understand the adsorption 
of MBC with the help of adsorption equations and thermodynamic 
parameters• 
E3EPERIMENTAL 
The surface soil samples (0*30 cm) of Aerlc Ochraquelf 
(Itwa silt loam-Varanasl), Typlc Eutrochrept (Baslaram silt loam* 
32 
Azangarh), Typlc Natrustalf (sakit sandy loan-Btah) and Aerlc 
Halaquept (Hirapur fine sandy loas-Aligarfa) were collected from 
their representative areas of Uttar Pradesh (India) as described 
by Murthy et al• (1982) were used In these Investigations. The 
physlcochemlcal properties of all the four soils such as, 
mechanical composition, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), organic 
matter and cation exchange capacity (CEC) were determined by the 
methods given in Chapter-I of this thesis* The results are 
recorded in Table-XlV. 
DETERMINATION OF SURFACE AREA 
Surface area was determined by Hendricks and Dyal*s 
method (1950). Weighed soil samples were taken in aluminium 
boxes of known weights* The samples were sprayed evenly over 
the bottom of boxes. The boxes, without lid, were placed in a 
desslcator over 250 g of ^2'^^* "^ ^^  samples were thai dried to 
a constant weight* They were then wetted with ethylene glycol 
added from a pipette dropwise and warming* The samples were 
then placed in a desslcator and allowed to stand at room 
temperature* Weights of the samples were recorded after every 
sixteen hours and drying continued till two successive weights 
agreed upto tenth of a mlllgram* 
Surface area was determined from the equation, 
Ws X 0.00031 
93 
where A was the surface area in mVgJ Wg « Weight in graos of 
glycol retained by the tamples; Ws «• Veight in grams of samples 
on V2P5 ^^^^ basis and 0.00031 *• The Dayal Hendricks value for 
2 
the grams of glycol required to form a monolayer on one n of 
surface area. The results are given in Table-XIV. 
EFFECT OF TIME ON THE ADSORPTION 
To study the effect of time on adsorption, a 5 g of air 
dried soil sample (sieved through 70 mesh sieve) was taken in 
several glass stoppered tubes and two levels of Methyl,2-Benziml-
dazole Carbamate (125 and 375 Mg) were added with 5 ml of O.GlM 
Cacin solution. The volume was made upto 25 n>l with distilled 
water-ethanol mixture (1:1) in all cases. The samples were 
equilibrated for 2 to 14 hours with continuous shaking in an 
electrical shaker. The suspensions were then centrifuged and MBC 
In the supematants was estimated spectrophotometrically at 280.4 
nm using uv spectrophotometer (model 710) (Chiba,l977). The 
standard curve for MBC is given in Fig. 7* The amount of MBC 
adsorbed at different intervals of time was then obtained from 
the amount of MBC added minus the MBC remaining in the supematants. 
The results are given in Tables-XV to XVIII and Fig. 8. 
EFFECT OF pH ON THE ADSORPTION 
To study the effect of pH on the adsorption of MBC, soil 
samples (5 g each) were adjusted to pH values 2.0, 3.8, 5.8, 6.8 
94 
and 8.8 with O.OIN RCl or NaOH and were taken In several glass 
stoppered tubes. These amended soil samples were equilibrated 
with MBC and Cacl2 solution. The amount of MDC adsorbed and in 
equilibrium solution were determined in the same manner as 
described in the case of time effect. The results are given 
in Tables-XlX to XXII and Fig. 9. 
ADSORPTION EXPERIMENT 
The adsorption experiments in duplicate at 20 and 40 ^  1 c 
were conducted by taking 5 g of soil samples in a number of glass 
stoppered tubes and adding various amounts of MBC (O to 375 fig) 
in O.OIM Caclg solution. After equilibrating the suspensions 
for 8 hours, the mixture was centrifuged. The quantity of MBC 
adsorbed and in equilibrium solution was calculated as discussed 
above. The results are given in Tables-XXlII to XXX and Fig. 10. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The adsorption of MBC over soil surfaces increases upto 
8 hours and then becomes constant (Tables-XV to XVIII and Fig. 8). 
It shows that the equilibrium reaction is attained in 8 hours for 
the NBC adsorption. Fig. 9 indicates that the pH has a significant 
role in its adsorption process (Tables-XlX to XXII). It is 
observed that the adsorption of MBC increases with rise in pH 
of the soil suspension upto a value of 6.0 and then decreased 
in all the cases. The maximum adsorption at pH 6.0 (above the pKa 
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TABLE-XV 
ADSORPTION OF MBC ON BASIARAM SILT LOAM SOIL 
AS AFFECTED BY TIME 
9G 
Amount of soil taken 
Strength of MBC solution added 
Strength of CaCl^ solution added 
Total Toluoe of the mixture 
5 g 
25 PP" 
0.01 M 
25 ml 
Volume of 
added 
(-1) 
5 
15* 
5 
15 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15 
1 
MBC Time 
(hours) 
2 
k 
6 
8 
10,12,14 
f 
Absorhance 
at 260.4 nm 
0.360 
0.130 
0.350 
0.120 
0.340 
0.110 
0.300 
0.100 
0.300 
0.100 
• 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(««/«) 
6.00 
10.00 
6.50 
15.00 
7.00 
25.00 
9.00 
30.00 
9.00 
30.00 
Dilution made 10 times. 
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TABLE. 
ADSORPTION OF MBC ON ITVA SILT 
Amount of s o i l taken 
Strength of 
Strength of 
NBC so lu t ion added 
CaCln so lu t ion added 
Total volume of 
Volume of 
added 
(«al) 
5 
15* 
5 
^ 1 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
MBC 
the mixture 
t f 
Time 
(hours) 
2 
k 
6 
8 
10»12,14 
-XVI 
LOAM SOIL AS 
•1 
m 
m 
m 
Absorbance 
a t 280.4 nm 
0.370 
0.135 
0.360 
0 .122 
0.350 
0.117 
0 .339 
0.110 
0 .339 
0.110 
AFFECTED BY TIME 
5 
25 
0 
25 
1 
g 
ppn 
,01 
ml 
M 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(«g/g) 
5.5 
8 .9 
6 .0 
13.5 
6 .5 
17.3 
7.0 
25.0 
7.0 
25.0 
Di lut ion made 10 t imes . 
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ADSORPTION OF f MBC ON SAXIT SANDY LOAM SOIL AS 
Anount of soil taken 
Strength of 
Strength of 
MBC 
CaC] 
Total volume of 
Volume of 
added 
(ml) 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
# 
15 
MBC 
solution added 
12 solution added 
the mixture 
f f 
Time 
(hours) 
2 
k 
6 
8 
10,12,14 
at 
-
• 
m 
Absorhance 
at 280.4 nm 
0.390 
0.139 
0.380 
0.125 
0.370 
0.117 
0.360 
0.115 
0.360 
0.115 
AFFECTED BY TIME 
5 
25 
0, 
25 
f 
g 
ppm 
.01 M 
ml 
Anount of MBC 
adsorbed 
("g/g) 
5.00 
7.0 
4.5 
13.5 
6.0 
17.3 
6.0 
20.0 
6.0 
20.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
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ADSORPTION 
Amount of s o i l 1 
Strength of MBC 
bakei 
TABLE--XVIII 
OF MBC ON HIRAPUK FINE SANDY LOAM SOIL 
AS AFFECTED BY TIME 
1 
s o l u t i o n added 
Strength of CaCln s o l u t i o n added 
Total TOlume of 
Volume of MBC 
added 
(-1) 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
« 
15 
5 
15* 
the 
f 
mixture 
• 
Time 
(hours ) 
2 
k 
6 
8 
10,12,14 
m 
m 
m 
m 
5 
25 
0. 
C 
ppm 
.01 M 
25 Bl 
Absorhance 
at 280.4 
0.'*10 
0 .142 
0.400 
0.130 
0 .391 
0,120 
0.388 
0 .115 
0.388 
0 .115 
nm 
t 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(««/g) 
2 .50 
8.00 
3.00 
10.00 
4 .25 
15.00 
5.12 
20.00 
5.12 
20.00 
Dilution made 10 t imes. 
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TABLE-XIX 
ADSORPTION OF MBC ON BASIAHAM SILT LOAM SOIL AS AFFECTED BY pH 
Amount of soil taken 
Strength of MBC solution added 
Strength of CaCln solution added 
Total volume of the mixture 
• 5 g 
- 25 pp" 
• 0.01 M 
- 25 ml 
T 
Volume of MBC 
added 
(ml) 
pH Absorb ance 
at 280*4 nm 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(«g/«) 
15' 
5 
15' 
5 
15* 
5 
15 
5 
15* 
2 .0 
3.8 
5.8 
6.6 
8.8 
0.280 
0.100 
0.250 
0.080 
0.200 
0.053 
0.220 
0.060 
0.270 
0.085 
10.5 
30.0 
11.5 
35.0 
14.0 
43.0 
13.0 
40.0 
11.0 
34.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
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TABLE«XX 
ADSORPTION OF MBC ON ITVA SILT LOAM SOIL AS AFFECTED BY pll 
Amount of soil taken 
Strength of NBC solution added 
Strength of Caci2 solution added 
Total volume of the mixture 
m 
m 
• 
• 
5 8 
25 pp" 
0 .01 M 
23 ml 
t 
Ahsorbance Amount of MDC 
at 280.4 nm adsorbed 
Volume of MBC 
added 
(n.1) 
PH 
(«g/g) 
15 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
5 
15* 
2.0 
3.8 
5.8 
6.8 
8.8 
0.290 
0 .110 
0.265 
0.080 
0.215 
0 .060 
0 .235 
0 .100 
0.250 
0.110 
9.0 
25 .0 
11.0 
35.0 
13.5 
4 0 . 0 
13.0 
30 .0 
11.5 
25.0 
T)llutlon made 10 t i m e s . 
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TABLE .jDa 
ADSORPTION OF MBG ON SAKIT SANDY LOAM SOIL AS AFFECTED BY pH 
Amount of soil tak«n 
Strength of MBC solution added 
Strength of Caci2 solution added 
Total volume of the mixture 
5 g 
25 ppn 
0 . 0 1 N 
25 ml 
Volume of }tBC 
added 
(ml) 
pH Absorbance 
at 280.4 nm 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(«g/g) 
15' 
5 
15^  
5 
15^  
5 
15^  
5 
15^  
2,0 
3.8 
5.8 
6.8 
8,8 
0.280 
0.120 
0.265 
0.110 
0.235 
0.072 
0.250 
0.100 
0.280 
0.1.08 
10.5 
15.0 
11.0 
25.0 
13.0 
38.0 
11.5 
30.0 
10.5 
20.5 
Dilut ion macle 10 t i n e s . 
ADSORPTION OF MBC ON HIRAFUR FINE SANDY LOAM SOIL 
AS AFFECTED BY pH 
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Amount of soil taken 
Strength of MBC solution added 
Strength of Cacl2 solution added 
Total volume of the mixture 
5 g 
25 ppm 
0.01 M 
25 ml 
T 
Volume of MBC 
added 
(ml) 
pH Absorhance 
at 2 ^ . 4 nm 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(«g/g) 
15 
5 
15^  
5 
15^ 
5 
15* 
5 
15^  
2.0 
3.8 
5.8 
6.8 
8.8 
0.350 
0.124 
0.340 
0.120 
0.300 
0.100 
0.320 
0.110 
0.390 
0.130 
6.5 
12.5 
7.0 
15.0 
9.0 
30.0 
8 .5 
25.0 
5.0 
10.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
04 
ABSORPTION OF MBC ON 
AnouQt Of s o i l 1 
Strength o f MBC 
taken 
TABLB-XXIII 
BASIARAM SILT LOAM SOIL 
so lu t ion added 
Strength of CaClg s o l u t i o n added 
Total volune of 
Voluiie of MBC 
added ( a l ) 
0 . 5 
1.0 
2 .0 
3.0 
4 . 0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12,0 
15 .0 
the mixture 
1 
Ahsorbance 
at 280.4 nm 
0 .041 
0 ,081 
0 .157 
0.200 
0.250 
0.300 
0.400 
0 .503 
0.644 
0.100 
e 
-
-
• 
5 
25 
0 , 
C 
ppa 
.01 M 
25 ml 
AT 20 C 
1 t 
Amount of MBC Amount of MBC 
In equ l l lhr l im adsorbed (ug/g) 
suspension 
(«g/ml) 
0 .4 
0 . 8 
1.7 
2 .2 
2 .7 
3 . 2 
4 . 4 
5.4 
7 .1 
9.0 
0 . 5 
1.0 
1.5 
'i .O 
6.5 
9.0 
13.0 
18.0 
24.5 
30,0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
TABLB-XXIV 
ADSORPTION OF MBC ON ITVA SILT LOAM SOIL AT 20*C 
05 
Amount of soil taken 
Strength of MBC solution added 
Strength of C<K;l2 solution added 
Total volume of the mixture 
5 g 
25 PP« 
0.01 M 
25 ml 
Volume of MBC 
added 
(ml) 
Absorbanee 
a t 280*4 nm 
Amount of MBC 
in equilibrium 
suspois ion 
(«ig/ml) 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
( ag /g ) 
0 . 5 
1.0 
2 .0 
3 .0 
%.0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12.0 
15.0^ 
0 .040 
0 .095 
0 .157 
0 .230 
0 .280 
0 .340 
0 .461 
0 .552 
0.703 
0.110 
0.4 
0.85 
1.7 
2.4 
3.0 
3.6 
5.0 
6.2 
7.9 
10.0 
0.5 
0.75 
1.5 
3.0 
5.0 
7.0 
10.0 
14.0 
20.5 
25.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
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ADSORPTION 
TABLE-JQCV 
OF MBC ON SAKIT SANDY LOAM SOIL 
Amount of s o i l taken 
Strength of NBC 
Strength of CaCl 
Total volume of 
Volume of 
added 
(ml) 
0 . 5 
1.0 
2 .0 
3 .0 
4 . 0 
5 .0 
7 .0 
9 .0 
12.0 
15 .0* 
MBC 
so lu t ion added 
2^ 
th 
T " 
so lu t ion added 
e mixture 
Absorbance 
at 280.4 nm 
0.038 
0 .092 
0 .172 
0 .243 
0 .321 
0 .361 
0 .471 
0 .602 
0 .753 
0 .120 
m 
m 
m 
m 
5 
25 
0, 
g 
AT 
ppm 
.01 
25 ml 
1 
Amount of MBC 
In equilibrium 
suspension 
(wg/ml) 
0 .4 
0 .85 
1.8 
2 .5 
3 .2 
3 . 9 
5 .2 
6 .6 
8 .3 
11 .0 
( 
J 
M 
20'C 
4mount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(««/g) 
0 . 5 
0 .75 
1.0 
2 .5 
3 .9 
6 . 5 
9 .0 
12 .0 
18 .5 
20.0 
Dilution made 10 t imes. 
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ADSORPTION 
Amount of so 
Strength of 
TABLE.XZVI 
OF MBC ON HIRAPUR FINE SANDY LOAM SOIL AT 20 *C 
t i l taken 
MBC 
Strength of CaCl 
Total Tolumi 
Volume of 
added 
(ml) 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
k.O 
5.0 
7.0 
9 .0 
12.0 
15.0* 
i of 
MBC 
s o l u t i o n taken 
Lg so lu t ion taken 
the mixture 
1 
Absorbance 
at 280.4 nn 
0 .041 
0.092 
0.182 
0.258 
0 .341 
0.386 
0.472 
0 .613 
0.820 
0.130 
m 
m 
m 
m 
5 
25 
0 
g 
ppm 
.01 
25 ml 
1 t 
Amount of MBC 
in equil ibrium 
suspension 
(ug/ml) 
2.5 
3.75 
4.5 
10.0 
17.5 
22.5 
45 .0 
57.0 
70.0 
7 .5 
M 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
( « « / « ) 
0 . 5 
0 .75 
0 .90 
2.0 
3.5 
4 . 5 
9.0 
11.5 
13.0 
15.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
11)3 
ADSORPTION OF 
Aoount of soil i 
Strength of MBC 
taken 
TABLE-XXVII 
MBC ON BASIARAM SILT LOAM SOIL 
solution added 
Strength of CaCl2 solution added 
Total volume of 
Volune of MBC 
added 
(«1) 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12.0 
15.0* 
the mixture 
t 
Ahsorhance 
at 280.4 nm 
0.045 
0.095 
0.171 
0.213 
0.275 
0.320 
0.427 
0.530 
0.690 
0.110 
m 
m 
-
m 
5 
25 
0, 
S 
ppm 
,01 
25 ml 
t 1 
Amount of MBC 
In equlllhrlua 
suspension 
(Mg/»1) 
0.42 
0.35 
1.3 
2.3 
2.95 
3.4 
4.55 
5.9 
7.8 
10.0 
1 
M 
AT kO*C 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(Mg/g) 
0.4 
0.75 
1.0 
3.5 
5.35 
6.0 
11.75 
15.5 
21.0 
25.0 
Di lu t ion made 10 t i m e s . 
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TABLE .XXTIII 
ADSORPTION OF NBC ON 
Amount Of s o i l taken 
Strength of MBC s o l u t i o n added 
ITWA 
Strength of CaCl2 so lu t ion added 
Total volume o f the mixture 
1 
Volume of MBC 
added 
( B l ) 
0 . 5 
1.0 
2.0 
3 .0 
4 .0 
5 .0 
7 .0 
9.0 
12.0 
15.0 
Absorbance 
at 280.4 niB 
0.0%5 
0.096 
0.157 
0 .248 
0.290 
0.361 
0.500 
0.600 
0.752 
0.115 
SILT LOAM 
• 
• 
ai 
• 
SOIL AT 
5 
25 
0 
S 
ppm 
40 'c 
.01 N 
25 ml 
1 1 
Amount of BfBC 
in equi l ibr iuB 
suspension 
(«g/ml) 
2 .0 
3 .75 
7 .5 
13.75 
22 .5 
27 .5 
40 .0 
6 2 . 5 
92.5 
112.5 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(««/g) 
0 .4 
0 .75 
1.5 
2.75 
4 . 5 
5.5 
8 .0 
12.5 
18,5 
22 .5 
Dilution made 10 times. 
in 
ADSORPTION 
Anount of 80 
Strength of 
TABLE-XXIX 
OF MBC ON SAKIT SANDY LOAM SOIL Al 
)11 taken 
MBC s o l u t i o n added 
Strength of CaClo 
Total TOlune 
Volume of 
added 
(«1) 
0 . 5 
1.0 
2.0 
3 .0 
4 . 0 
5.0 
7 .0 
9 .0 
12.0 
1 5 . 0 * 
> of 
MRC 
th 
1 
so lu t ion added 
e mixture 
Absorbance 
at 260.4 nm 
0.057 
0 .097 
0.176 
0 .264 
0 .335 
0.386 
0.500 
0 .641 
0.780 
0.120 
« 
m 
-
m 
5 
25 
0. 
S 
ppn 
.01 M 
25 a l 
* 
Amount of MBC 
in equllibriuai 
suspension 
(«g/ml) 
5 .75 
3 .75 
4 . 5 
5.0 
15.0 
22 .5 
40 .0 
52 .5 
82 .5 
100.0 
^ 40*C 
t 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(«g/g) 
0 .75 
0 .75 
0 .89 
1.0 
3.0 
4 . 5 
8 .0 
10.5 
16.5 
20.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
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ADSORPTION OF HBC ON 
Amount o f s o i l taken 
Strength of 
Strength of 
MBC 
TABLE-XJUC 
UlEAPUa 
so lu t ion added 
CaClg 
Tota l yolune of 
Volume of 
added 
(ml) 
0 .5 
1.0 
2.0 
3 .0 
4 .0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12.0 
15 .0* 
MBC 
so lu t ion added 
the mixture 
f 
Absorbent 
at 280.4 
0.045 
0.097 
0.180 
0.264 
0.545 
0.386 
0.510 
0.655 
0.865 
0.130 
!e 
nn 
FINE SANDY 
5 
« 25 
• 0, 
m 25 
LOAM AT 40*C 
£ 
ppffl 
,01 
ml 
( 1 
AnK>unt of MBC 
In eqwiltbrluB 
suspension 
(4ig/ml) 
2 .0 
3.75 
4 . 5 
5.0 
12.5 
22.5 
36.0 
47 .5 
62 .5 
75.0 
M 
Amount of MBC 
adsorbed 
(ug/g) 
0 .4 
0.75 
0 . 9 
1.0 
2.5 
4 .5 
7.2 
9.5 
12.5 
15.0 
Dilution made 10 times. 
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TABLE .XXXI 
FBEUMDLICH CONSTANTS FOR MBC ADSORPTION OVER SOIL SUBFACES 
Soil type 
t I 
Temperature Freundlich constants 
(•K) K 1/n 
Basiaram silt loan 
Itwa silt loan 
Saklt sandy loi 
Hlrapur fine sandy lorai 
293 
313 
293 
313 
293 
313 
293 
313 
1.41 
1.02 
1.14 
0.98 
0.99 
0.99 
0.91 
0.73 
1.43 
1.45 
1.35 
1.31 
1.26 
1.09 
1.15 
1.17 
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FIG.7 Standard curve forMBC 
A 
Basiaram silt loam 
Itwa silt loam 
Sakit sandy loam 
Hirapur fine sandy loam 
0 4 6 
Time(hrs.) 
FIG-8. Effect of time on the adsorption of MBC 
(- —)5mland(—) l5ml of added MBC 
50 
AO 
CD 
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:3 
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1_ 
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LO 
^ 20 
ft) 
m 
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4 8 
PH 
10 
Fig.9. E f fec t of pH on the MBC 
adsorp t ion over so i l s . 
1- B a s i a r a m s i l t l o a m ; 
2- I t w a s i l t l o a m ; 
3 - 5 o k i t sandy l o a m ; 
4- H i r a p u r f i ne sandy loam. 
35 r 
en 
en 
o 
Ln 
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+ Hirapur fine sandy loam 
o saki t sandy loam 
A Itwa silt loam 
• Basiaram s i l t loam 
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10 '!2 
'9 Adsorpt ion isotherms of MBC at 
(—) 20°C and (~-- )40°C. 
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Fig.lf. Freundlich adsorp t ion iso therms 
MBC at (—) 20 and (—)/^0°C. 
1 1 4 
I.e. %«2) may proliably due to the fact that the soil colloid 
surfaces have lower pH values than the fR of the suspensions 
(Bailey et al,yi968)* A lower adsorption at jR values below pKa 
could he understood by considering the increase in the hydrogen 
ion concentration at lower pH values. These hydrogen ions may 
compete the pesticide molecules for the adsorption sites while 
a reduction in pesticide adsorption at pH values more than the 
pKa is due to its competition with sodium ions. Such a behaviour 
of pesticides has also been reported by Veber (i966 and 1970). 
An examination of adsorption isotherms (Fig. 10) shows 
that the MBC adsorption over soil surfaces conform to class 'S' 
according to the classification of Giles et al. (i960). It 
suggests that the pesticide m>lecules meet strong competition 
with water molecules for the adsorption sites. The adsorption 
sequence for the four soils wast Basiaram silt loam > Itwa silt 
loam > Sakit sandy loam > Hirapur fine sandy loam which is in 
the order of their organic matter contents and cation exchange 
capacity (Table-XlV)• It shows that the organic matter content 
and cation exchange capacity of the soil colloids play a 
significant role in the adsorption processes. The results 
substantiate earlier studies of many workers who have shown 
that SOM and cation exchange capacity of the soils play a 
significant role in the adsorption process of pesticides (Hanaker 
et al.,l966t Grover,i971t Farmer and Aochi,l974; Aharonson and 
Kafkafi,1975b). 
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The adsorption data were found to be in close agreenent 
with the Freundlich equations 
x/m « KCe 
or log x/» • log K • l/n log Ce 
where x/o is the quantity of fungicide adsorbed per unit mass of 
adsorbent, Ce is the equilibrium concentration and, K and l/n 
are the parameters• 
The values of constants K and l/n obtained from Fig. 11 
with the help of intercepts and slopes respectively are given 
in Table-inntI* It shows that the adsorption capacity of the soils 
follows the same order as in the case of adsorption isotherms and 
decreased with increase in t^nperature* While the adsorption 
intensity are more -Uian unity which increased with rise in 
temperature. An almost similar results have also been reported 
by other workers for pesticide adsorption (van Bladel and Moreale, 
1974; Khan and Bansal,l980). 
THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ADSORPTION PROCESSES 
Thermodynamic parameters like equilibrium constant (K^ )» 
standard free energy (AG ), enthalpy (AH ) and entropy (AS ) 
changes were calculated according to the Biggar and Cheung (1973) 
from t h e fol lowtbg r e l a t i o n s } 
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Ao* - RT In K 
A s * • (/^E* - A G * ) A 
and m Ko 2/^01 • 
- ^ ( l A 2 - * / ' l > 
(where a l l t h e symbols have t h e usual meanings) . 
KL and K^  represents theraodynamlc equll lbrluB constants 
at 20 and 40 C re spec t ive ly and were estimated by p l o t t i n g 
In (Cs/Ce) v s . Cs , followed by extrapolat ion t o Cs « 0 (which 
leads to In K^ from i n t e r c e p t ) where Cs jug of s o l u t e adsorbed 
per ml of so lvent in contact with the s o i l surface and Ce ^g of 
s o l u t e per ml of solvent in equilibrium s o l u t i o n , Cs was ca lculated 
by using the formulas 
Cs 
( P /Ml) A^  
N(x/m) MgXlo' 
where A • 1.091 X 10 -16 ^ci2 
2k 2/3 
NP 
• dens i ty of solvent 
» re spec t ive mol.wt, of s o l u t e and solvent 
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An & A. « cross sectional area of solute and solvent 
molecules respectively 
S « surface area of adsorbent 
23 N • Avogadro's Number (6,02 x 10 ) 
x/m • Specific adsorption i^g/g) 
The results obtained have been reported In Table->XXXII, 
An examination of Table-XXXlI shows that the standard free 
energy change has negative values In all the eases pointing towards 
the spontaneity of the process resulting the MBC molecules to 
become resistant for degradation on the soil surfaces (Khan and 
Bansal,l980). 
The values of standard enthalpy changes (AH ) were 
positive In sandy loam and negative In silt loam soils, suggesting 
the process to be endothermlc In former and exothermic In later 
soils* The positive A H values In the case of sandy loam soils 
could be due to the Involvement of various endothermlc processes 
like solvent dispersion, molecular diffusion and lateral inter-
actions etc* Thus It shows that the pesticide molecules are less 
tightly bound with sandy loam soil In comparison to the silt 
loam soils. 
The positive values of standard entropy change (AS*) 
shows that all the system studied have disordered arrangement of 
MBC molecules on the soil colloids* The higher positive entropy 
118 
change In the case of sandy loiffli than s i l t loam again confirms 
our e a r l i e r observations from enthalpy change. 
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C H A P T E R - I I I 
THE MOBILITY OF SOME PLANT ,iroTRlEMTS THROUGH SOIL 
AS AFFECTED BY SOIL pH AND ORGANIC ACIDS 
INTRODUCTION 
Among yarlous nlcronutrlents Ctt^'*'f Fe^*» Hn^* and Zn^* 
have been recogniased to play a vital role in healthy plant and 
anlnal growth (Underwood, 1971; Lucas & Knezdc,l972). The 
availability of such nutrients to plants is largely depend 
upon their translocation In soil which in turn governed by 
several factors such as soil pB (Lucas and Davis,l96l), nature 
and extent of soil organic natter i.e. humic and fulvic acids 
(Banerjee,1979; Prasad & Sinha,i98l; Prasad and Sinha,l983). 
The other organic acids such as formict acetic and 
oxalic acids have also been found to occur in soil as a result 
of chemical/microbial activities in soil (Schwartz et al., 
1954; Bremner,1955)• The acids may influence the metal ions 
mobility in soils (Khai^  et al.,1985). The information regarding 
their role in translocation of these plant nutrients in soil 
are lacking in literature. 
Thus, it was considered worthwhile to investigate the 
mobility of Cu , Fe , Mn and Zn as influenced by soil 
organic matter, humic and fulvic acids, formic, acetic and 
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oxalic acids and their sodium salts and soil pH using soil 
thln->layer chromatography• 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The soil used In these Investigations was saklt sandy 
loam (depth, 0-30 cm) collected from representative area of the 
Etah district In Uttar Pradesh (India) as described by Murthy 
et al. (1982). The physlcochemical properties were determined 
as described In Chapter-I of the thesis. The results are given 
In Table-XIV. Zn, Cu, Fe and Mln were determined by Lindsay and 
Norvell method (1978) and found to be 0,58j 0.81, 7.0 and 30 ppm 
respectively. 
PETEBMINATION OF Rf>YALUES BY SOIL THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY 
The movement of mlcronutrlents In terms of their Rf-values 
In soil was determined by soil thin layer chromatography as follows] 
APPARATUS I TLC applicator with adjusted thickness, uniform glass 
plates of 20 z 4 em size and glass chambers (jars of 25 x 10 cm); 
and a glass sprayer. 
Preparation of solutions and soil samples 
(1) Solution of tracg metalst A O.IN nitrate solution of 
copper, manganese, zinc and ferrbn^were prepared in 
distilled water. 
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(11) Detector aolutlont A 0.i?6 (w/v) ethanolic solutions of 
haematoxylln and xylenol orange. 
Preparation of plates 
For the aeasurement of R^ values, the soil samples 
were ground and passed through 100 mesh sieve (BSS) to obtain a 
homogeneous particle size ( ^  150 fx) • 
A slurry of prewashed soil sample (free from soluble 
salts) was prepared In distilled water with a soil water ratio 
of lt2 In each case. Glass plates were cleaned with detergent 
solution, water, and with 50?6 methanol-water acidified with 
hydrochloric acid, and finally the plates were wiped with cotton 
soaked with hexane. These glass plates were coated with slurries 
of soil sample to a thickness of 0.5 BBI with the help of a 
convmtlonal TLC applicator. The prepared plates were kept on a 
rack and were allowed to dry In the air at room temperature 
overnight. Two lines at 3 cm and 13 cm above the base were 
scribed so that the standard development distance of 10 cm was 
used on all the plates. 
APPLICATION OF SAMPLE AND DEVELOPMENT OF PLATES 
A 6 jul nitrate solution (O.IM) of mlcronutrlents was 
applied on the base line of TLC plate In a single application 
with the help of mlcroplpette. The plates were then developed 
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with distilled water or amended distilled water upto the upper 
line on the plates In a closed glass chambers hy ascending 
chromatography. To prevent disintegration of soil in contact 
with water, wet strips of filter paper about 2,5 cm wide were 
wrapped around the bottom of the plate before the development. 
DRYING AND DETECTION OF CHROMATOGRAMS 
The developed plates were air dried at room temperature. 
Visualization of trace metals i.e. Cu , Fe and >&i ; was made 
by spraying 0.1?t (w/v) ethanolic solution of haematoxylene as a 
violet colour spot of metal-haematoxylene complex which remained 
2* 
stable for about 8 hours. While Zn was detected by spraying 
0.1^ ethanolic solution of xylenol orange as a red colour spot 
over the developed plates. 
MEASUREMENT OF R^-VALUES 
The frontal R.-values (mobility) was measured by the 
relations! 
R -value «a Frontal distance moved by the metal 
* Frontal distance moved by the developer 
FOR THE EFFECT OF ORGANIC MATTER 
Two sets of experiments were conducted to study the 
effect of soil organic matter and their fractions i.e. humic and 
fulvic acids on the mobility of micronutrients. 
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In one set of experiments, the nobility were determined 
In natural soil samples containing organic matter and the 
results were compared with those obtained in the soils from 
which organic matter has been decomposed by 30?t H-Og till there 
was no effervescence. The results are reported in Table-XXXlII. 
In another set of experiments * the organic matter was 
extracted from the soil by the method of Desai and Ganguly (1979) 
and fractionated into humlc and fulvlc acids and then purified 
as follows: 
Extraction of soil organic matter (SOMU The soil samples were 
slurried, sieve through 100 mesh sieve (BSS) and digested with 
0.2N NaOH -i- 0.2N ^a^O-^ mixture (taking solid, water-alkali 
mixture ratio as 1x10 w/w) for 6 hours at 80 C under continuous 
stirring condition. It was then allowed to stand ovenaight. 
The supernatant liquid was collected by siphoning and the residue 
was again treated in the same way for several times for complete 
extraction. Supematants were pooled together and centrlfuged 
at 5500 rpm and the residue rejected, A portion of the centrl-
fugate was purified by dialysis till the dialyzate was free of 
alkali. It was again filtered through 0,22 mm membrane filter 
and kept for electrodlalysis. 
Separation of humlc and fulvlc acidsi The centrlfuged extract 
was acidified with hydrochloric acid to pH-2 to precipitate HA 
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and then allowed to stand overnight. The yellow-orange coloured 
supernatant (FA) was siphoned off and collected. The HA 
coagulated was centrlfuged and the supernatant was mixed with 
FA solution. 
Purification of HA and FA> The humic acid was treated with 
ammonia under slightly warm conditions, allowed to stand overnight, 
centrifuged and the residue rejected as it contains profuse 
quantity of Al and Fe. The HA was then precipitated from 
supernatant) centrlfuged and supernatant solution discarded. 
This process was repeated several times till no residue was 
obtained on centrlfugation of ammoniacal supernatant. Again, 
the HA was dissolved in anmonia and the solution was passed 
through 0.22 ju« membrane filter and then purified by dialysis 
and electrodialysls. 
In case of fulvlc acid, it was treated with ammonia, a 
bulky white-brown precipitate of Al(OH)j, if appeared, was 
renwved by filtration (over Whatman filter paper no. 1), The 
pH of the filtrate was brought back to 2 with HCl, centrifuged 
and the supernatant made ammoniacal again, allowed to stand 
overnight and then filtered through membrane filter. The 
process was repeated several times till no white precipitate 
was obtained upon the addition of ammonia. The FA solution was 
e 
concentrated by evaporation under an IR lamp at 60 C, filtered 
through membrane filter and the filtrate was brought back to pH-2 
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for dialysis and electrodlalysls. 
Plalvsls and electrodlalvslsl The solution of HA and FA were 
placed in central compartment of the electroanalysis cell and 
the platinum electrode compartments were filled with doubly 
distilled water and was changed intermittently with stirring 
the HA and FA solution in central compartment. It was continued 
till the water in electrode compartment did not show the presence 
of chloride ions. Again» the process was speeded up with the 
help of progressively increased d.c. voltage from an initial 
5 volts to 200 volts. The care was taken to replace the water 
from electrode compartments* This process was continued till 
the conductance of the water in the cathode compartment was 
equal to that of distilled water. 
The soil organic matter, humic and fulvic acids thus 
prepared and purified were stored in well cleaned glass reagent 
bottles. These compounds (SOM, HA and FA) were then added to 
the soil in known quantities. The amended soil samples were 
used to prepare TLC plates for R^-value determination. The 
results are given in Tables-XXXIV to XXXVI and Fig. 12. 
FOR THF EFFECT OF pH 
The effect of |rfl on the mobility of mlcronutrients was 
studied using the soil samples at various pH values (2.0, 5.7 
and 8.5) ad.iusted with O.OlN HN0« and NaOH. These soil samples 
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vere coated on the TLC plates for the mobility determinations. 
The results are given In Table-3DCXVII and Fig. 13• 
FOR THE EFFECT OF CARBOXtLlC ACIDS AND THEIR SODIIM SALTS 
The effect of carboxyllc acids I.e. formic, acetic and 
oxalic acids and their sodium salts, was studied using their 
aqueous solution as developer and the soil as static phase on 
the TLC plate. The results are reported In Tables-XXXVIII to 
XLIII and Fig. 14. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An examination of Table-XXXlII shows that the mobility 
of ralcronutrlents In soil follows the orderi Cu^ '*'>Mn^ '*'^ Zn^ J^^  
Fe^* which is In the sequence of their ionic radii (Tablc-XXXlII) 
Smaller the ion size greater the Interaction with soil colloids 
(Zunino and Martin,1977) and hence lesser mobility. It has 
been reported that metals are adsorbed over the soil organic 
matter to a greater extent than with the clay minerals (McLaren 
and Crawford, 1973). It may be observed from Table-XXXlII that 
the decomposition of SOM (with H-Og) enhanced the metal Ion 
mobility to a considerable extent as metals become free to move. 
The role of SOM was further examined by the addition of extracted 
SOM and their fractions to respective soil (Table-XXXlV and 
Fig. 12). An addition of 0.6^ SOM to soil, reduced the mobility 
of nutrients In the range 0.04 to 0.11 R^~units. However, HA 
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and FA Increased the netal Ion nwblllty to a considerable 
extent for Zn and Fe whose mobility decreased slightly 
upon the addition of FA (Tables-XXXV, XXXVI and Fig. 12). 
Considering the solution chemistry of metal ions, it 
could be said that these metal ions (Cu , Mn , Zn and Fe ) 
are border line elements (Nieboer and Richardson,1980) and have 
both 0--seeking (binding sites in mineral matter) and N-, S-, 
0-seeklng (binding sites of SOM) according to their values of 
ionic as well as covalent index. Table-XXXlII shows that the 
ratio of covalent to ionic index of metal ions which is the 
measure of covalent bonding with N-, S-, or 0-atoms of the SOM, 
is in the order of their mobility except in the case of Fe^* 
which may be due to the presence of Fe^* ion with very low value 
of covalent to ionic index ratio. Thus, the results support the 
view of earlier woilcers (Lund et al.,1976; Khan et al,,i982; 
Zunino and Martin,1977) that the metal ions translocate in soil 
as their soluble SOM complexes (at pH)>7). However, a slight 
decrease in Zn and Fe mobility in FA-amended soil could be 
due to their precipitation as their hydroxides (Heslop and 
Robinson, 1%7). The results are given in Table-JDQCVI and Fig. 12) 
Fig. 13 reveals that the mobility of metal ions decreased 
as the pH of the soil increased (Table-XXXVII), it may be due 
to the preferential adsorption of H* ions at low pH value (^7) 
which prevents the metal ion interaction with the adsorptlve site 
119 
Of the soil colloids• As the H -ion concentration decreases 
with Increase in pH, the metal-clay/SOM interactions become 
more probable due to the involvement of Vander Waal's forces/ 
hydrogen bonding through water bridge. Again at alkaline 
soil pH, the metal ion gets hydrated and precipitated as their 
hydroxides and hence become less mobile. Again, at high pH 
values where SOH gets solubilizey the carboxyllc and phenolic 
hydroxyl groups also deactivated (Vang et al,,1980) resulting 
a decrease in their interactions with the metals and thus 
reduced the mobility of metal ions (Fig. 13). A greater 
reduction in Cu * and Ha whose ratio of co-valent to ionic 
index (Table-XXXlII) Is greater than the other Ions also 
supports the above assumptions. 
Fig. 1^  shows the effects of carboxyllc acids on the 
mobility of metal Ions in soils (Tables-XXXVIII to Xt). It 
has been well known that carboxyllc groups are the major binding 
sites in the SOM. Thus, it is important to observe the behaviour 
of certain carboxyllc acids on the metal ion mobility. It was 
observed that the metal ion mobility increased to a considerable 
extent with the addition of carboxyllc acids In the orders 
Formic ^ Acetic J> Oxalic acids 
The sequence of metal ion movement in carboxyllc acids 
amended soil could be explained on the basis of solubility of 
Hi 
their metal carboxylates In water (Table-XXXlII). it is revealed 
that the tnetal formate and acetate have higher solubility than 
metal oxalates and hence the metal movement is faster in the 
former cases. Again, the pR of the acid amended soil was found 
in the order oxalic acid (4,7) ^  acetic acid (3.9) ^  formic 
acid (2,8) which may also affect the metal ion mobility by 
increasing it in the same order. Thus, the solubility and pH of 
the soil systems decides the role of carboxylic acid amendments 
of the soil. 
¥hile in the case of Na-carboxylate amendments, the 
mobility increased slightly lesser than the acid amendments 
(Tables-XLI to XLIII and Fig, ik). It may be due to a combined 
effect of pH and metal carboxylate solubility. As the soil pH 
enhanced from 10.5 to 10.8, 11.0 and 11.8 upon the addition of 
0.65C sodium salts of formic, acetic and oxalic acids respec-
tively, 
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STUDIES ON THE ADSORPTION OF Pb^ *** ON THE 
BLACK COTTON AND RED SOILS OF INDIA 
INTRODUCTION 
Adsorption of heavy metals on the soil and clays has a 
great importance in determining their accumulation and transloca-
tion in soils and plants (Nakos,1979; Page,1974 and Williams et al., 
1980). It has been observed (Singh and Shekhon,1979) that the 
Pb reaches the active sites of the soil colloid and Interferes 
in the absorption of the nutrients by the plants. Bittel and 
Miller (1974) studying the adsorption behaviour of Pb^* on 
HontmorillonitCf Kaolinite and Illite reported that the 
adsorption sites are all alike but in the case of soil, the 
presence of SOM, sesquioxide and i^ etc* complicates the 
adsorption studies. 
Again, Pb has a hydrolysable nature, due to which 
PbOH , Pb(0H)2 and other hydrated forms of Pb may be present 
in soil solution at alkaline and neutral pH. However, at soil 
2*. 
pH 5*5t the adsorption studies on the Pb have been reported 
(Khan and Khan,1985; James and Healy,l972)* 
The present aim of the work reported here is to understand 
the adsorption mechanism of Pb on the organic and mineral 
145 
dominated soils which is widely distributed In central parts 
of India. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The samples of Black cotton and Red soil were collected 
from top horizons (depth 0-20 cm) of their representative areas. 
The physicochemical properties of these soils (sieved through 
70 mesh) were determined as in Chapter-I of this thesis and are 
given in Tahle-XLIV. 
Effect of time on the Ph adsorption experiment 
A 5 g of each soil samples were placed in several glass 
stoppered tubes and treated with O.OIM Ca(N03)2 and 125 and 375 A»g 
of Pb as 25 ppm Pb(N0.)2 solution. The total volume was made 
25 ml with distilled water in each case. The suspensions were 
equilibrated for various periods ranging from 0 to 12 hours at 
room temperature and then centrifuged. The Pb concentration 
in equilibrium solution was determined by atomic absorption 
24' 
spectrophotometer. Pb adsorbed was calculated by substractlng 
the amount of Pb in equilibrium suspension from added amount of 
Pb . The results are reported in Tables-XLV, XLVI and Fig. 15. 
Adsorption Experiments 
The adsorption experiment was conducted by taking a 5 g 
sample of each soil in several glass stoppered tubes and 5 ml of 
16 
2* 0«01M Caclg solution containing the Fb amount ranging between 
0 to 375 Mg was added. The soil suspension was equilibrated on 
a shaker incubator at 20 and 40 C for 10 hours. The suspensions 
were then centrlfuged and Pb concentration was determined by 
2* 
atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The amount of Pb adsorbed 
2* 
was calculated as in time effect of the Pb adsorption. The 
results are reported in Tables-XLVII to L and Fig. 16. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An examination of Tablcs-XLV, XLVI and Fig. 15 shows that 
the adsorption of Pb over Black cotton and Red soils increased 
with equilibrium time and becomes constant after 10 hours. Thus, 
all the adsorption studies were conducted upto a period of 10 hours 
The results of Pb adsorption experiments at 20* and (iO*C 
are reported In Tables«XLVII to L and Fig. 16. It may be seen 
that amount of Pb adsorbed on the soil decreases with rise in 
temperature. It has been a general observation in adsorption 
studies (Bartell et al.,l95l) that the kinetic energy of the 
molecule already bound and those of the approaching ones, increases 
and hence the electrostatic attraction decreases which results 
in a decrease in the adsorption. 
The adsorption Isotherms (Fig. 16) conform to L-shape 
(Giles et al.,l960) in the case of Black cotton soil while in the 
case of Red soil, it conforms to L-shape at initial concentration 
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ADSORPTION 
Amount o f so 
S t r e n g t h o f 
11 
Pb 
TABLE-XLV 
OF Pb^* OH BLACK COTTON SOIL AS 
taken 
(N03)2 
S t r e n g t h o f CaClg sol 
T o t a l volume 
Volume of Pb 
added 
(ml) 
5 
5 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
s o l u t i o n 
Lutlon 
of t h e mixture 
2-1- « 
9, 
Time 
(hours ) 
1 
2 
3 
5 
7 
, 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 
m 
-
m 
m 
AFFECTED BY TIME 
5 
25 
0 
25 
g 
ppm 
. 0 1 
ml 
M 
t t 
Amount o f Pb Amount of Pb 
In e q u i l i b r i u m adsorbed 
s u s p e n s i o n 
(^g/ml) 
4 . 7 
1 2 . 8 
<i.01 
1 1 . 9 7 
2 . 8 5 
1 0 . 5 
2 . 0 0 
7 . 0 0 
1 .75 
6 . 0 0 
0 . 8 
3 . 8 
( « g / g ) 
1 .5 
1 1 . 0 
4 . 9 5 
1 5 . 5 
1 0 . 7 5 
2 2 . 5 
15 .00 
4 0 . 0 0 
1 6 . 3 
4 5 . 0 0 
2 1 . 0 
56 .0 
H9 
ADSORPTION 
Amount of so 
Strength of 
11 talc 
PbCNOj 
Strength of CaCl„ 
Total volume 
Volume of Ph 
added 
(ml) 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
5 
15 
TABLE-XLVI 
OF Pb^* ON 
en 
)2 so lu t ion 
so lut ion 
of the mixture 
1 
2+ Time 
(hours ) 
1 
2 
3 
5 
7 
9 ,10 ,11 ,12 
RED SOIL AS AFFECTED BY TINE 
B 
m 
m 
s 
5 
25 
0, 
25 
f 2* Amount of Ph 
in equi l ihr iuB 
s u s p m s l o n 
(4ig/ml) 
4 . 9 
14,0 
4 . 7 
12.9 
4 .6 
11.6 
4.3 
11.0 
4 .0 
10.0 
3 .6 
8 .5 
g 
ppm 
,01 M 
ml 
1 2* Amount of Pb 
adsorbed 
(«g/g) 
0 .5 
5.00 
1.5 
10.5 
2.0 
17.0 
3.5 
20.0 
5.0 
25.0 
7.00 
32.5 
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TABLE-SLVII 
ADSORPTION OF ?b^* ON BLACK COTTON SOIL AT 20*C 
Amount of soil taken "* 5 g 
Strength of Pb(NO-). solution » 25 ppra 
Strength of CaClg solution • 0.01 M 
Total volume of the mixture • 25 nl 
1 — 1 1 
Volume of Pb Amount of Pb * Amount of Pb * Amount of Pb * 
added added in equilibrium adsorbed 
suspension 
(ml) (ufe) («gM) (Mg/g) 
0.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12.0 
15.0 
0.0 
12.5 
25 
50 
75 
100 
125 
175 
225 
300 
375 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
0.93 
1.5 
2.5 
3.8 
0.0 
2.0 
4.0 
8.5 
12.5 
17.0 
21.0 
30.3 
37.5 
47.5 
56.00 
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TABLE-30LVIII 
ADSORPTION OF Pb^* ON BLACK COTTON SOIL AT 40*C 
Amount of soil taken <* 5 g 
Strength of PbCNO,)- solution « 25 ppm 
Strength of CaClg solution • 0.01 M 
Total volume of the mixture • 25 ml 
Volume of Pb Amount of Pb Amount of Pb Amount of Pb 
added added In equilibrium adsorbed 
suspension 
(al) («g) C«g/ffll) («g/g) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
1 .0 
2 . 0 
3 . 0 
k,0 
5 .0 
7 . 0 
9 . 0 
12.0 
15.0 
0 . 0 
12.5 
25 
50 
75 
100 
125 
175 
225 
300 
375 
0 . 0 
0 . 2 
OA 
0 . 6 
0 . 8 
1 .0 
1.25 
2 .0 
3 . 0 
4 . 0 
5 . 5 
0 . 0 
1 .5 
3 . 0 
7 .0 
11.0 
15.0 
18.75 
25.00 
30.00 
40.00 
47.5 
152 
TABLB-XLIX 
ADSORPTION OF Pb^* ON HED SOIL AT 20*C 
Amount of soil taken • 5 g 
Strength of Pb(N0,)2 solution « 25 ppm 
Strength of CaClg solution » 0.01 M 
Total volume of the mixture = 25 ml 
I t t 
Volume of Pb Amount of Ph Amount of Pb Amount of Pb'"'*" 
added added in equilibrium adsorbed 
suspension 
(tal) (wg) (wg/ml) («g/g) 
0.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4,0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12.0 
15.0 
0.0 
12.5 
25 
50 
75 
100 
125 
175 
225 
300 
375 
0.0 
0.3 
0.6 
1.5 
2,h 
3.0 
3.6 
kA 
5 A 
6.8 
8.5 
0.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
5.0 
7.0 
13.0 
18.0 
26.0 
32.5 
153 
TABLB-I. 
ADSORPTION OF Fb^* ON RED SOIL AT 40*C 
Amount of so i l taken • 5 S 
Strength of FbCNO.)^ solution m 25 ppm 
Strragth of CaClg solution « 0.01 M 
Total volume of the mixture • 25 ml 
1 —I 1 
Volume of Pb Amount of Pb Amount of Pb Amount of Pb 
added added In equllibrlua adsorbed 
suspension 
(ml) («g) (wg/iiil) (*»g/g) 
0.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4,0 
5.0 
7.0 
9.0 
12.0 
15.0 
0.0 
12.5 
25 
50 
75 
100 
125 
175 
225 
300 
375 
0.0 
0.35 
0.70 
1.6 
2.6 
3.3 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.3 
9.6 
0.0 
0.75 
1.5 
2.0 
2,0 
3.5 
5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
23.5 
27.0 
TABLE-LI 
FBKDNDLICH CONSTANTS FOR Fb^* ADSORPTION ON SOILS 
1 1 
Soi l s Temperature Freundllch constants 
i'K) K l /n 
J 5 4 
Black cotton soil 
293 22.85 0.95 
313 10.73 1.04 
Red soil 
293 2.48 1.03 
313 1.60 1.09 
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Fig.17- Freundt ich adsorp t ion i s o t h e r m s 
of Pb^"^ on s o i l s at (—^)20°C and 
( — ) 4 0 ° C . 
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and S-shape thereafter. The Initial curvature In these Isotherms 
Indicate that the adsorbed ion is not vertically oriented or that 
there Is no strong competition from the solvent molecules. Further, 
the order of adsorption was found to he Black cotton soil > Red 
soil. Since the Black cotton soil composed of montmorlllonltic 
clays and high SOM while Red soil contains kaollnlte clay. Thus 
the adsorptlve capacity of Black cotton soil Is much higher than 
that of Red soil and hence Fb^ '*' adsorption Is higher In the case 
of Black cotton soil than the Red soil. 
The adsorption data were fitted In Freundllch adsorption 
equation which may be written as-
or In x/m " In K • l/n In C 
where x/m Is the amount adsorbed by mass *ra' of the adsorbent, 
K and n are constants and depend on the nature of the adsorbent, 
adsorbate and temperature and C Is the equilibrium concentration 
Oug/ml) In solution. A plot of In x/m against In C resulted In 
a straight line for both the soils (Fig. 17). The value of K 
(adsorption capacity) was calculated by extrapolating the curve 
to zero equilibrium concentration (CBO). The value of — 
(adsorption Intensity) was determined from the slope of the lines 
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which are reported in Table-lil. 
Tahle-lil Indicates that the value of K^ is greater for 
Black cotton soil than for the Red soil and decreased -with 
Increasing temperature. Since K is a measure of the strength 
2+ Of adsorption, it appears that Ph'' is adsorbed more strongly to 
Black cotton soil than Red soil. The value of l/n is found to 
around unity and increases with rise in temperature. The data 
thus indicate that there is an inverse relationship between 
adsorbent capacity and intensity of adsorption. 
Tb# thermodynamic parameters i.e. standard free energy 
(AG*), enthalpy (AH*) and entropy (AS*) aHsociated with the 
Pb adsorption over soil surfaces at 20 and 40 C were calculated 
according to the following relationshlps-
A G* « -RT In K . . . (1) 
o 
In K./In K- « -AH/n (^ - |^) . . . (2) 
^ °1 *2 1 
and A S * « (AH*-A<J*)/T . . . (3) 
where all symbols have their usual meanings. The calculated 
values for KQ, A G , A H and A S are reported in TableHLII. 
The negative free energy change (Table-l.II) in all the 
2+ 
cases ind ica tes that the adsorption of Pb over the s o i l s follows 
the order: Black cotton s o i l )y Red s o i l . The free energy change 
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(AG ) decreased with teaperature again shows that the adsorption 
decreases at higher teaperature In both the cases. The low 
values of A Cr also suggests that the adsorption of Pb occur 
probably via Ion exchange process. 
The value of standard enthalpy change (AH ) shows the 
adsorption of Pb ovpr soil surfaces Is an exothermic process. 
The energy released from Pb-Black cotton soil Interaction Is 
greater than the Pb-Red soil Interactions which supports the 
earlier results from adsorption Isotheit&s and adsorption equation. 
The standard entropy change (AS ) having positive values 
in all the cases indicates that there Is a great disorder In the 
Pb adsorption over these soil surfaces. However, the extent 
of disorder decreases with rise In temperature. 
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C H A P T E R - V 
INFLUENCE OF BAYISTIN AND CALIXIN ON THE QBOVTE AND NUTRIENT 
CONCENTRATION OF MASOOR (Lens c u l l n a r l s L.MedlcK 
GRAM (Clcer arlet lnwa L . ) AND 
MUSTARD (Bragslea .luncea) PLANTS 
180 
C H A P T E R - V 
INFLUENCE OF BAVISTIN AND CALIXIN ON THE GROWTH AND NUTRIENT 
CONCENTRATION OF MASOOR (Lens c u l l n a r l s L.MedlcK 
GRAM (Clcer ar le t lnua L . ) AND 
MUSTARD (Braaslca .luncea) PLANTS 
INTRODUCTION 
Bavls t ln (Methyl, 2*Benzlnildazole Carbamate) and Cal lx ln 
(N~tridecyl 1-2-6 dimethyl morphollne) are systwalc fungicides 
used In agr icu l tura l Industry to control various fungus borne 
d i seases l i k e powdery mlldeir ( S r l v a s t v a , 1 ^ 2 | S ingh, 1975; Sohl 
and Sokhl,197*; Mundy and Overs, 197*; Ondlelcl,1973; Samln,1973; 
Lewartowskl and Dratn,1972) , rust (Sastry et a l , , l 9 8 5 ; Meeus and 
Haquenne,1973)» «pot (Salako,19S5) and rot (Mehrotra and Garg,1977j 
Rondomanskl et a l . , 1 9 7 3 ) e t c . Numerous organic chemicals are now 
being Introduced as p e s t i c i d e s and plant growth regulators In 
modem agr i cu l tura l p r a c t i c e s . They play an Important ro le In 
re la t i on to plant n u t r i t i o n . The added p e s t i c i d e s In t h e i r free 
or absorbed s t a t e s represent a change In chemical propert ies 
(Martin,1972) and can cause an Increase or decrease In the 
nutr ient s ta tus of the s o i l (Bessemer, 1972; Martin et a l . , 1953* 
Gaffart and He l l ing ,1953; Aldrlch and Martin,1952) . The 
variat ion In s o i l nutr ients could have resu l ted d i r e c t l y by the 
chemical or/and microbial a c t i v i t i e s In s o i l s ( E l l i o t t and 
Edmunds,1977). 
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In India , nasoori gram are being «x:tenslvely c u l t i v a t e d 
and used as pu l ses and mustard as the main source of edible o i l . 
These crops are c u l t i v a t e d under condit ions of energy s tarva t ion , 
thus re su l t ing in t h e i r very poor y i e l d . The Information 
ava i lab le on nutr ient uptake of t h e s e crops i s very l imited 
(Sinha,1972) , Thus i t vas thought worthwhile t o conduct a study 
on the i n f l u m c e of Bavis t in and Cal ix in on the nutr ient concen-
t ra t ion and growth of certa in p l a n t s . 
EIPERIMBNTAL 
THE SOIL 
The s o i l used in t h e s e i n v e s t i g a t i o n s was an l l l i t l c 
f i n e sandy loam s o i l from the Aligarfa d i s t r i c t . The surface 
s o i l sample (0-25 cm) was a i r dried and ground t o pass through 
a 5 na s i e v e ( B . S . S . ) before u s e . The physicochemical propert ies 
of t h e s o i l were determined by the methods given in Chapters-I 
and I I I of t h i s t h e s i s . 
GREENHOUSE EXPERIMENT 
A greenhouse experiment was conducted in glazed earthenware 
pots f i l l e d with two kg of t h e s o i l . Treatments cons i s ted of 
s i x l e v e l s of Bav i s t in (O, 5» 10, 15, 20 and 30 ppm, referred as 
BQ, B J , Bg, B . , B. and B- r e s p e c t i v e l y ) and Ca l lx ln (o , 1 .5 , 3 . 0 , 
6 . 10 , 12.0 and 24.0 ppm, referred as C ^ , C^^, C^gt ^x5* ^xk ^^^ 
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C f. r e s p e c t i v e l y ) applied as t h e i r aqueous s o l u t i o n s . All 
treatments were rep l i ca ted three times and rece ived a basal 
dressing of NPK ( l5s l5«15) at 0 .45 N, 0.45 P and 0 .45 K per kg 
s o i l . The f e r t i l i z e r and treatment so lut ions vere manually mixed 
In s o i l . The s o i l In pots was brought t o f i e l d capacity four 
times and allowed to a i r dry 3 t o 4 days each time at 25 C to 
permit s o i l fungic ides In terac t ion pr ior to p l a n t i n g . The seeds 
of masoor (Lens c u l l n a r l s L. Medic) and gram (Clcer arletlnum L.) 
were sown In the s o i l t rea ted with Bav l s t ln whi le seeds of mustard 
(Brasslca .luncea) of Type-42 and Type-59 (referred as T-42 and 
T-59, r e s p e c t i v e l y ) were sown In the s o i l t reated with C a l l x l n . 
The p lants were thinned to three plants per pot a f t e r about a 
week. The plants were watered with d i s t i l l e d water d a l l y to 
maintain about 50^ waterholdlng capaci ty of the s o i l , plant 
shoots were harvested before flowering s tage and Immediately 
washed thoroughly with d i s t i l l e d water . The average of dry matter 
y i e l d per plant was recorded a f t e r drying the samples In an oven 
maintained at 70 C, The r e s u l t s are given in Table -LIII , 
Bach plant sample was d iges ted in an acid mixture of 
HNO- and HDIO. (4sIV/V) and analysed for Na, K, Ca, p , Cu and Zn, 
Copper and z inc were analysed by atomic absorption spectrophoto-
meter (David,1958), whi l e Na, K, Ca by flame photometer and P was 
determined by Jackson method (1956) . 
Al l the chemicals and reagents used in the above 
experiments were o f ana ly t i ca l grade (BDH), 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An examination of Tables-LIV and LV shows that the 
appl icat ion of Bav l s t ln (upto 20 ppn) and Cal lx ln (upto 12 ppm) 
enhanced the concentration of Na, K and Ca which i s being 
d i r e c t l y re la ted t o the dry matter y i e l d of various plants 
(Tahle -LIII ) . S imi lar trend in dry matter y i e l d have a l so been 
reported in cer ta in p lants (Thomas and Vyas,1985; Sharma et a l , , 
1984; Bhattacharyya and Sen Gupta,1984) by t h e appl icat ion of 
these p e s t i c i d e s . However, a decrease in Ca and K concentration 
was observed at higher dosages In a l l the c a s e s . The nutrient 
concentration In plant t i s s u e s may be a f fec ted by some 
geochemlcal and b i o l o g i c a l a c t i v i t i e s in s o i l which play an 
Important ro l e in the absorption p r o c e s s . The higher dosages 
of fungic ides (B_ and C - ) was found t o reduce the microbial 
a c t i v i t y (Khan et a l . , 1 9 8 7 ) due t o t h e i r tox ic e f f e c t on s o i l 
microbes such as B a c i l l u s s l l i c e u s and Aspergi l lus n lger which 
may cause a depress ive e f f ec t on the mobi l izat ion of potassium 
as found in the case of mustard t rea ted with surfactant (Singhal 
et a l , , l 9 7 9 ) . The decrease In calcium concentration (B_ and C _) 
may be at tr ibuted to i t s lowest a c t i v i t y in plant sap (Garbunov 
et a l . , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
The Increase in the copper uptake by plants may be 
a t t r ibuted by i t s high s o l u b i l i t y caused by enhanced microbial 
a c t i v i t y as reported by Wainwright and Pugh (1974) . The lower 
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EFFKT OF 
Treatments 
Bo 
h 
s 
\ 
s 
''xO 
^ 1 
"xS 
" x j 
•^x* 
"xS 
BAVISTIN 
TABLE-LIU 
AND CALIXIN ON THI 
YIELD OF THE PLANTS 
t * 
Dry matter y i e l d 
(shoot) 
• 
Masoor 
0 .39 
0.^8 
0 .62 
1.23 
0 .20 
Mustard (T-42) 
0.50 
0.5^ 
0 .56 
0 .67 
0 .90 
0.^0 
; DRY MATTER 
(g /p lant ) 
Gram 
1.58 
1.99 
2.05 
2.56 
1.31 
Mustard (T-59) 
0 .33 
0 .39 
0.43 
0.69 
0.78 
0 .21 
Average of three plants. 
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TABLE^IV 
EFFECT OF BAVISTIN ON THE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION 
OF MASOOR AND GRAM PLANTS 
Treatments Nutrient concentration 
(Maaoor) 
1 ^ 
^ PP» 
y , 1—^ 1 
Na K Ca P Zn Cu 
»0 
"5 
0,65 
0 .75 
0 .78 
0 .81 
0 .93 
1.13 
0 .11 
0 .14 
0 .16 
0 .22 
0 .28 
0 .04 
0 .62 
0 .71 
0.76 
0 .83 
1.02 
0 .05 
0 .18 
0 .21 
0 .13 
0 .10 
0.08 
0 .05 
0 ,30 
1.22 
0 .26 
0 .23 
0 .11 
0 .08 
0.40 
0.43 
0.50 
0.54 
0.78 
0.37 
Graa 
»0 
»1 
^2 
«3 
B4 
«5 
0.72 
0.75 
0.79 
0.85 
1.10 
1.26 
0.12 
0,16 
0.16 
0.17 
0.17 
0.03 
0.12 
0.17 
0.24 
0.38 
0.46 
0.03 
0.23 
0.35 
0.18 
0.10 
0.06 
0.04 
0.38 
1.31 
0.33 
0.20 
0.14 
0.10 
0.43 
0.59 
0.56 
0.56 
0,60 
0.30 
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Treatments 
" = * 
<=rf 
" . 2 
<=x3 
" x * 
•'xS 
BFFBCT OF CALIZIN 
t 
1 
Na 
0 . 3 5 
O.kk 
0.51 
0.58 
0.69 
1.00 
OF 
TABLB^V 
ON THE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION 
MUSTARD PLANTS 
Nutrient cono 
% 
1 
K 
0.42 
0.49 
0.52 
0.60 
0.69 
0.08 
wtration 
(T-42> 
i 
• ' • - — " - "' 
Ca 
0.12 
0.22 
0.50 
0.75 
0.90 
0.08 
1 
P 
0.21 
0.25 
0.16 
0.10 
0.08 
0.06 
ppa 
1 
Zn 
0.43 
1.24 
0.38 
0.34 
0.29 
0.13 
Cu 
0.48 
0.56 
0.56 
0.60 
0.68 
0,32 
(Tz52) 
^xO 
^ x l 
*^x2 
^ x 3 
Cx4 
Cx5 
0 . 4 8 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 6 6 
0 . 6 9 
0 . 8 2 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 4 2 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 5 4 
0 . 6 5 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 2 8 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 1 1 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 0 3 
0 . 3 9 
1 .71 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 1 9 
0 . 1 0 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 6 1 
0 . 6 4 
0 . 6 9 
0 . 7 5 
0 . 3 7 
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uptake of copper at higher dosages may he due to the toxic 
effects of these chemicals over s o i l microbes. 
Phosphorus and zinc uptake by plants (TableS'XIV and LV) 
was also found to Increase at lower dosages and decrease at 
higher ones. I t can be directly related to their avai labi l i ty 
In s o i l following the fungicide treatments (Khan et a l , , 1987) . 
Results from the nutrient uptake experlm(>nt Indicated 
Increased uptake of nutrients In plants grown In s o i l tr*»ated 
with fungicides. Visual examination of the plants showed no 
sign of fungal damage In either treated or untreated s o i l s . 
Thus, the Increased uptake could not s t r i c t l y be related to 
fungal control. Increased growth responses have been related 
to increased release of nutrients In the s o i l s following 
application of pest ic ides (Bessemer, 1972) and to the direct 
effect of the chemical on plant growth (Wllhelra,1966). I t i s 
poss ible that the Increase In nutrient uptake could be related 
to an Increase In nutrients concentration In the s o i l , or to 
an Increase In the ab i l i ty of the plant to take up nutrients 
due to a stimulation In growth. Mac Loggan (1957) observed the 
stimulating effect of pesticides on germination and growth, and 
stated that If the physiological a c t i v i t i e s of these chenlcals 
operated via the oxidative metabolism, then th i s could be 
associated with the auxln-lnduced growth responses In plants. 
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Fungicides (Bavls t ln and C a l l x i n ) may s i m i l a r l y have 
st imulated growth a c t i v i t y , thus causing the plant to increase 
in the uptake of n u t r i e n t s . The higher dosages may decrease 
the nutrient uptake which was probably a resu l t of phytotox lc l ty , 
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